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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUN TO THIS REpORT

Centro, the West Midlands Passenger Transport Executive (WMPTE) is

promotig an extension of the existing Line 1 of the Midland Metro, which
operates between Birmingham Snow H:ll and Wolverhampton. The extension
scheme is proposed to run from Wednesbury to Brierley Hil via Dudley (the
Scheme).
The Scheme is being promoted under the Tranport and Works Act 1992. In

order to obtain the necessary powers for the Scheme to be constructed and
operated, Centro has applied to the Secretary of State for Transport for a
Transport and Works (TW) Order. In accordance with the Transport and

Works (Applications and Objections Procedure) (England and Wales) Rules
2000 (I), the Order application was accompaned by an Environmental

Statement (ES) (2). The ES reports the findings of the Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) that has been undertaken for the proposed Scheme.

The Scheme has been designed so as not to preclude appropriate futue
lie (currently mothballed (3)), which
currently run along the corridor to be used by the proposed Midland Metro
operation of an existig heavy rail

extension. Consequently, for the purose of the EIA of the Scheme it was

the corridor to accommodate both
schemes (4) (eg local widenig, strengtenig of bridge structues) would be
carried out during construction of the Midland Metro extension. In addition,
a shared track drainage system and ballast would be provided for the Scheme
aiid for heavy rail. The environmental effects of ths construction work were
therefore assessed in the ES for Midland Metro (the ES).
assumed as a worst case that works

to

heavy rail (eg track layig, signalling etc)
was not assessed since this does not form part of the Midland Metro scheme.
Constrction to resume active use of

The operational effects of resumption of active heavy rail use were not

assessed since the railway could resume operation, at any time, if Network
Rail decided to do so, and resumption of such active use is not part of the
powers sought by Centro. However, it was noted in the ES that in some cases
the Midland Metro scheme may require the existig heavy rail alignent to be
modifed and that this may give rise to indirect environmental effects.

The TW Order application is based on a 'Levell' light rail engineering
alignment produced by Babtie Consultig Engineers. Followig the

submission of the Order, Centro was requested to produce a more detailed

(1) Statutory Instruent

2000 No. 2190.

(2) ERM (2003) Midland Metro (Wednesbury to Brierley Hil and MisceIIaneous Amendments) Order: Environmental
Statement, Volume 1 - Main Report and Volume 2 - Figures, ApriL

(3) Although the railway has not been in use for several years it is not formally designated as being disused.
(4) Based on the proposed heavy rail scheme as understood at that time.
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4' light rail design to provide Network Rail and the Strategic Rail
Authority (SRA) with greater certainty on the design and capital cost of the
'Level

Scheme. Level

2 and Level

4

4 relate to Network Rail's defintions, with Level

2. Both the light rail and the
4. This is a refined design,

being significantly more detailed than Level
heavy rail elements have been developed to Level

appropriate
resumption of active heavy rail use) could be buil and operated within the
which demonstrates how both schemes (ie the Scheme and any

same rail corridor.

1.2

PURPOSE OF TilS REpORT
4

As a result of the development of the Level

light rail and heavy rail designs,

some changes have been made to the Level 2 light rail alignent assessed as
part of the EIA, although the alignent remains wholly with the lits of

deviation described in the TW Order application. In addition, for sections of
the corridor that are shared by light and heavy rail, construction of the
heavy rail alignent to deviate from

Midland Metro scheme may require the

its existig location in some areas. There is, therefore, the potential for tlie
4 Midland Metro alignent to give rise to environmental effects
that are different from those described in tlie ES, during both the constrction
revised Level

and operational phases of development. Simarly, the effect of realigng the

heavy rail formation in some locations to accommodate Midland Metro may
give rise to environmental effects that may be different from those that would
occur during the construction for and operation of resumed heavy rail use on
the exiting formation. Such impacts would constitute indirect environmental
effects of the Midland Metro extension scheme.

Followig preparation of the ES, inormation on the construction and
operation of the proposed heavy rail scheme has been made available by the
SRA, which allows the cumulative effects of both schemes to be assessed.
In addition to the ES, the TW Order application is accompanied by various
oiler documents. These include the Works Plans and Sections that show,
amongst other thgs, the route, the lits of deviation for the Scheme and the

land to be acquied or used (including temporary use during constrction).
The liits of deviation describe a corridor with which land (or sub-soil) can

be used, in order to provide an appropriate level of flexibilty in developing
the detailed design of the scheme. The lits allow for ths flexibilty both

horizontaly and vertically.
In accordance with convention and best practice, the assessment in the ES was
undertaken for the route alignent shown on the plans accompanying the
Order application. The Works Plans and Sections show a centre lie for the
2 design. However, the TW

proposed extension scheme based upon the Level

Order powers which Centro are seekig would alow the proposed extension
scheme to be constructed on other alignents within the limts of deviation

and not just along the alignent shown in the ES and accompanying plans.
As a result, there is also a need to confirm that the environmental assessment
CENTO
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work takes into account fully all of the potentiallipacts of the Scheme, not
only of an alignment shown along the centre line in the TW Order, but also
minor variations which could feasibly be accommodated within the limits of
deviation (due, for example, to tlie need to avoid unforeseen obstructions).

Ths report has four purposes, which are:
1. to consider the differences between the Level 2 light rail scheme assessed
4 scheme, including the alignent and
in the ES and the revised Level
changes to construction methods and programmes, and to describe the
environmental effects associated with these changes;

2. to consider the potential for the light rail scheme alignment shown on the
2 design) to be varied within the limts of
deviation and the environmental effects associated with these potential
changes;
TW Order plans (ie the Level

3. to assess the indirect environmental effects associated with realignment of

the existig mothballed heavy rail formation resultig from the proposed
light rail scheme; and
4. to assess the cumulative effects (during construction and operation) of

both the light rail scheme and resumed heavy rail use.

1.3

- SCOPE OF THE ASSESSMET

The ES addressed a comprehensive range of issues. These issues were defied
though a ' scoping' process to determie which environmental issues should
be included in the EIA, and which might be wholly or partially omitted from
the EIA on the grounds that they were unkely to give rise to significant
environmental effects (ie 'scoped out). This principle was also applied to ths
report. However, the technical scope of issues is not the same for each of the
four topics described in Section 1.2. Consequently, the scope of the assessment
is considered separately for each of the four topics in Sections 2 to 5.
The potential for additional impacts to occur has been considered in relation
to short-term and construction impacts, and long-term and permanent
impacts. A simiar approach was adopted for the ES.

Using the effects described in the ES as a 'benchark', consideration was
given as to whether the potential impacts that might arise from the variants to
the scheme would be signcantly different from those impacts reported in the

ES. In carrying out the assessment, the methodologies described in the ES
have been utiised and are not repeated in ths report.

CENTO
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1.4

STRUCTURE OF THIS REpORT

The remainder of this report is organised as follows:
2 and Level

. Section 2 describes the differences between the Level

4 light

rail alignent designs, and the environmental effects associated with these

changes¡

. Section 3 considers the potential for the light rail scheme alignent shown
on the TW Order plan to be varied with the limits of deviation and the
envionmental effects associated with these theoretical cliangeS¡
. Section 4 considers the indirect environmental effects resulting from those

parts of the heavy rail formation which would need to be realigned as a
result of the light rail scheme¡
. Section 5 describes the cumulative effects of the light rail scheme and

resumed heavy rail use, during both construction and operation¡ and
. Section 6 outles the conclusions of the assessment.

Ths report is accompanied by the followig plan included in Appendix A:

. Drawig Numbers RLY42276A/900/301 to RLY42776A/900/317 show the
Level

4 design for the proposed light rail extension scheme¡

. Drawig Numbers RLY42276A/900/601 to RLY42276A/900/620 show the

maximum practicable realignment of the light rail extension scheme that
could be anticipated as being required with the application of the
powers sought in the submitted TW Order¡ and
. Drawig

numbers RLY42276A/900/9001 to RLY42276A/900/9023 show

the realignent of the heavy rail tracks that would be necessary to
accommodate the Level

4 light rail scheme.

CENTRO
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2

COMPARISON OF ENVRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE LEVEL 2 AND
LEVEL 4 LIGHT RAIL DESIGNS

2.1

INTRODUCTION
As described in Section 1.2, though the refinement of the light rail design from

4, some changes to the alignment have been made. The Level

Level 2 to Level

4 alignent ilustrates a refined alignent design that differs from the Level 2

design assessed in the ES. Consequently, it is appropriate to review whether
the Level

4 alignent may give rise to environmental effects tht are different

2 alignent).

from those described in the ES (which was based upon the Level

This section of the report considers the potential for additional environmental
effects to occur as a result of these changes, both during the construction and
4

operation of the scheme. The differences between the Level 2 and the Level

alignents are described in Section 2.3. The potential for additional
environmental effects to occur is considered in Section 2.4.

It should be noted that further changes to the light rail alignent described in
4 design, are

the TW order application, which are different to the Level

possible with the liits of deviation. The potential environmental effects of

the maxium practicable changes to the alignent with the lits of

deviation are assessed in Section 3.

2.2

SCOPE OF THE ASSESSMENT

Changes to the proposed alignent within the railway corridor may bring the
scheme nearer to, or further away from, sensitive receptors such as dwellgs
both during construction and operation. Additional works associated with

the widenig of the corridor and works to bridge structues may also be
requied. The followig environmental topics were considered to warrant

examiation:
. noise impacts, both in relation to long term and permanent effects and

short term construction effects;
. landscape and visual impacts, both in relation to long term and permanent

effects and short term constrction effects;
. impacts on traffic and transport, in relation to short term construction
effects only;
. impacts on ecology and nature conservation, both in relation to long term

and permanent effects and short term construction effects;

. impacts on water resources, in relation to short term construction effects
only; and
CENTO
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. impacts on archaeology/cultual heritage, both in relation to long term
3l1d permanent effects and short term construction effects.

A number of issues that were considered as part of the EIA have been scoped
out of this assessment, as described below in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1

Comparison of the Level 2 and Level 4 Light Rail Schemes - Rationale for
Scoped Out Issues
Environmental Issue
Socio-economic Effects

Traffic Effects

Rationale
Changes to the alignent within the railway corridor are not
expected to give rise to socio-economic effects that are different
from those described in the ES.

Changes to the alignent within the railway corridor are not
expected to give rise to long term and permanent road traffic
effects that are significantly different from those described in the
ES, during the operation of the scheme. Short term and
considered in Section 2.42.

constrction effects are

Air Quality and Climate
Change

within the railway corridor are not
Changes to the alignment
expected to give rise to changes in traffic flows that are significant
in terms of local air quality and climate change.

Dust

Where the alignent and therefore construction works are moved
closer to properties 'which front onto the route there is the

Howeveri ä range
of dust control measures has been developed to ensure that dust

potential for additional dust impacts to occur.

impacts are miirsed. These wil be delivered through the

implementation of the CoCP. As a resulti the dust impacts
4 light rail design are not expected to be
associated with the Level
light rail
worse than those reported in the ES for the Level 2
design.
Wa ter Resources

Changes to the alignent within the railway corridor are not
expected to give rise to additional

long term and permanent

impacts on water resources during the operation of the scheme.
Short term impacts arising from construction works are
considered below in Section 2.42.
Non-hazardous Waste

As a result of the Level

4 designi the need for additional widening

works and works to bridge strctures has been identified which

has the potential to give rise to additional non-hazardous wastes.
Howeveri as described in Section 7.11.4 of the ES, a draft CoCP has
been developed for the scheme which places an obligation on the

Concessionaire to create a Waste Management Plan to identify
opportuities for miirsing and reuse of waste wherever

possible. Consequently, providing appropriate mitigation
measures are implemented through this mechanism no additional
impacts are expected.
short-term or constrction

Changes to the alignent within the railway corridor are not
expected to give rise to additional perment or long-term effects.

CENTRO
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Envirornental Issue

Contamnated Land

Rationale
The potential for contaminated land to be encountered during
construction works was considered for a 400 m wide corridor
centred on the proposed alignent. Consequently, a desk-based
assessment of all
land within the limits of deviation has already
been undertaken as part of the EIA

2.3

DIFFERECES BETWEEN THE LEVEL 2 AND LEVEL 4 LIGHT RAL SCHEMES

4 alignents

An assessment of the differences between the Level 2 and Level

light
rail design is ilustrated on the accompanyig plans (drawig numbers
RLY42776A/900/301 to RLY42776A/900/317). Minor changes (ie less than 1
m) to the alignent are not expected to give rise to effects that are measurably
2 scheme, and as a result,
different from those reported in the ES for the Level
these have been scoped out of the assessment.
has been undertaken. This is reported below in Table 2.2. The Level 4

Table 2.2

Comparison of

the Level

2 and Level

4 Light Rail Alignments

Chainage (a) Maxmum Extent of Direction of Realignent

384
- 1291
416 1.23
West
587
3.82
East
1513 -1623 1.01 West
Realignment (m)

1706 -1975 1.21 East

2024 - 2088 2.00 West
2114 - 2658 3.25 East
2678 - 2862 2.41 West
3205 - 3238 1.07 East

3254 - 3381 1.5 East
3641- 3763 1.67 East

3777 - 4236 3.61 West
4279
- 4454 1.85 East
4496 - 4612 2.74 West
4661
2.07 East
East
5218 -- 4790
5584 1.79
7524 - 7857 3.22 East
8256 - 8321 1.09 East
8369 - 84m 1.3 East
8503 - 8778 4.69 East
9089 - 9158 2.16 East
light rail design.

(a) Ths is based upon the chainage used for the Level 2

For the purpose of the ES it was assumed that it would be necessary to widen
the exiting rail formation and to widen and/ or strengthen existig bridge
structues to accommodate the light rail and heavy rail schemes. The

environmental effects associated with ths work were assessed in the ES.
However, in order to accommodate the chages to the proposed extension
scheme alignent described in Table 2.2, it will, in some areas, be necessary to
widen the existig railway formation further, or carry out additional works to

bridge structues, which are over and above those assessed in the ES.
Consequently, a comparison has also been made of the construction works
CENTO
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proposed in relation to the Level 2 design, with those proposed for the Level

4

design. Widenig works are described in Table 2.3 and works to structures in
Table 2.4.

CENTO
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40

250

160

110

60

70

320

360 - 610

610 -770

965-1075

1200 -1260

1980 - 2050

2100-2420

Length(m)

Comparison of

260 -300

Chainage (1)

Approximate

Table 2.3

Cuttig

acconuodate the Great Bridge tram stop.

Gabion walls to a height of around 2.5 m Widening at the toe of the embankment for
on both sides of the railway corridor:
heavy rail by
around 1.5 m to the east.
Single or two-storey gabion walls wil be
required.

A two-storey gabion wall wil be required.

Widening to the west by 5 m to

Retaining walls to height of around 3 m

required in this area on the eastern side
of the corridor.

Cutting

Widening to the west for light rail by 1 m,
requiring the slope to be re-profied.

necessary.

Slope re-profilng wil therefore be

acconuodate the Gold's Hill tram slop.

Widening to the west by 3 m to

Widening to the west for light rail by
between 1.5 and 2.5 m, requiring the slope
to be re-profied.

toe.

No widening works or structures
identified.

No widening works or slructures
identified.

Widening to the west requiring new
retaining walls to a height of around 1.5
to 2.5 m in the Gold's Hil area.

4 design as

required in both cases.

opposed to retaining walls. Sheet piling is

Use of gabion walls in the Level

Construction Methods

Differences Between Proposed

4 design as

No significant difference identified.

opposed to retaining walls.

Use of gabion walls in the Level

Level 4 design requires re-profiling works
which are not identified in the Level 2
design.

Level
4 design requires re-profilng works
which are not identified in the Level 2
design.

required.

Re-profiing only, no retainig walls

Widening to the west for light rail by
Use of gabion walls in the Level
4 design as
between 1.5 and 2.5 il A two-storey gabion opposed to retaining walls. Sheet piling is
wall wil be required with sheet pilng at the required in both cases.

piling at the toe.

Widening to the west for light rail by
1.5 and 2.5 il A two-storey
gabion (2) wall wil be required with sheet

between

Proposed Level 4 Works

Embankment

Embankment

Embankment

to 3.5 m at Ocker HilL

Widening to the west requiring new
retaining walls to a height of around 3.0

Embankment

2 Works

Widening to the west requiring new
retaining walls to a height of around
3.0 to 3.5 m at Ocker Hil.

Proposed Level

4 Alignments Proposed Widening Works

Embanment

Earthworks

Description of
Existing

the Levell and Level

Gabion walls on both sides of the
railway corridor, to a height of around
1.5m.
Gabion walls on both sides of the
railway corridor, to a height of around
1.0m.
Gabion walls on both sides of the
railway corridor, to a height of aroUlid
1.0m.

Cuttig

Cutting

Cuttig

135

120

90

150

130

20

70

2740 - 2875

2900 -3020

2930 -3020

3025-3175

3070-3200

3210 -3230

3230-3300

No widening works or structures
identified.

Gabion walls to a height of 0.5 il on the
eastern side of the railway corridor.

Cuttig

Cutting

Gabion walls on both sides of the
railway corridor, to a height of around
1.0m.

Cutting

Gabion walls on both sides of the
railway corridor, to a height of around
1.0m.

Retaining walls to a height of around'
3.5 il within the vicinity of the Horsley
Road tram stop.

Cuttig

30

2800- 2830

Cutting

Proposed Leve14 Works

require a single storey gabion walL.

Widening to the west for light rail and the
Dudley Port tram stop by 3m. This wil

requiring a two-storey gabion walL.

Widening to the east for heavy rail by 1 il,

requiring a single storey gabion walL.

Widening to the west for light rail by 3 il,

4

No significant differences identified.

No significant differences identified.

No significant differences identified.

design, as opposed to a retaining wall in the
Level 2 design.

Gabion walls are proposed in the Level

No significant differences identified.

Differences Between Proposed
Construction Methods

4 design.

design which were not identified for the
Level 2 design.

Gabion walls required as part of the Level

the Level

4

Gabion walls are suggested in both cases,
although the height of the
wall is greater for

No significant differences identified.

Widening to the east for heavy rail by 1.5 il, No significant differences identified.
requiring a single storey gabion walL

Widening to the east for heavy rail by 5 il,
requiring a single storey gabion wall.

requiring a two-storey gabion walL.

Widening to the west for light rail by 2 il,

Widening to the west for light rail by 2 to 3
il, requiring a two-storey gabion wall.

requiring a two-storey gabion walL.

acconuodate the Horsley Road tram stop

Widening to the west by 8 il to

Gabion walls to a height of around 2.5 il Widening to the west for light rail by 2 to 3
on both sides of the railway corridor.
il, requiring a two-storey gabion walL.

Proposed Leve12 Works

Earthworks
Cutting

Description of
Existing

1050

Length (11)

1650 - 2700

Chainage (1)

Approximate

40

210

200

80

3960-4000

4070-4280

4470 -4670

5420 -5500

2 light rail chainage.

At grade

Embankment

Embankment

Embankment

works or structures

No widening works identified.

around 2.5m.

Widening to the west, requiring the use
of new retaiing walls to a height of i

walls to a height of
around 2.5 m wil be required at the
Sedgley Road East tram stop in the
vicinity of Mayfair Gardens.
New retaiing

walls to a height of
around 2.5 m wil be required in the
vicinity of the Birmingham CanaL
New retaiing

identified.

No widenig works or structures

identified.

No widening

Proposed Leve12 Works

(2) A single storey gabion is approximately 1 m in height and a 2 storey gabion, 2 m in height.

(1) Based on the Level

100

3700 -3800

Cutting

Cuttig

40

3310 - 3350

Description of

Existing
Earthworks

Length (m)

Chainage. (1)

Approximate

Gabion walls required as part of the Level

Construction Methods

Differences Between Proposed

identified for the Level

2 design.

Re-profiing and gabion walls required as
part of the Level
4 design which were not

Level 2 design.

4

New Road

Minor cut for heavy rail to the west of 1 m,
requiring some re-profiling works.

wil be required as a result.

tram stop. A reinforced earth embalikment

accommodate the Birmigham

Widening to the west by 5 m to

No significant differences identified.

opposed to a retaining walL

Use of a reinforced earth embankment is
suggested as part of the Level
4 design, as

4 design as opposed to retaining walls for the
Level 2 design.

il A two-storey gabion wall and slope re-

profiling wil be required as a result.

Gabions walls suggested as part of the Level

Widening to the west for light rail by 2 to 4

Widening to the west for Sedgley Road East Gabions walls suggested as part of the Level
tram stop by 2 m, requiring some re4 design as opposed to retaing walls for the
profiing works and a gabion walL
Level 2 design.

gabion walL

Widening to the west for light rail by 1 m,
requiring some re-profiling works and a

walL

for light rail by 3 il A single storey gabion design which were not identified for the

Widening to the west at the bridge structue

Proposed Leve14 Works

Existig structure to be extended (abutments and
underbridge: bridge no. 33 wingwal1s to the west) to accommodate a
replacement deck to four track width. Local areas of
spal1ed concrete to be repaired.

2 and Level 4

i

ruring as previously proposed.

As for level
2, with the exception that the existing The construction works proposed for the Level
heavy rail deck wil be removed, refurbished and 4 design are not expected to give rise to
replaced for heavy rail ruring. The
additional environmental effects.
substructure is to be extended for light rail

None identified.

Scheme

Differences between Level

Existing access to be stopped up. Structue to be
demolished / infiled. For the purpose of the ES, it
was assumed that the structure would be
demolished.

No works required.

1635 - Un-named structue

1705 - Black Countr New
Road overbridge

no.

3: bridge no. 25

As for Level 2.

As for Level 2.

As for Level 2.

Existing access to be stopped up. Structure to be
demolished / infilled. For the purpose of the ES, it
was assumed that the structure would be
demolished.

1390 - Un-named structure

no. 2: bridge no. 26

As for Level 2.

Existig access to be stopped up. Structue to be
demolished / infiled. For the purpose of the ES, it
was assumed that the structue would be
demolished.

1050 - Un-named structure
no. 1: bridge no. 28

None identified.

None identified.

None identified.

None identified.

915 - Tame Valley Canal
Existing structure to be extended (abutments and
As for Level
2, with the exception that for light
The construction works proposed for the Level
underbridge: bridge no. 29 wingwalls to the west) to acconunodate a
rail the new deck to be two twin half through
4 design are not expected to give rise to
replacement deck to four track width. The brickwork girder spans with concrete slabs spaning
additional environmental effects.
to both abutments to be investigated, with local
transversely, and for heavy rail the existig deck
strengthening as required, and repointed.
wil be refurbished and reused.

350 - River Tame

4 Suggested Remedial Works

As for Level 2.

Level

4 Light Rail Alignment Proposed Works to Structures

210 - Smith Road
Existing access road to be stopped up. As a result,
underbridge: bridge no. 34 the structure wil not be required and wil be
demolished / infiled. For the purpose of the ES, it
was assumed that the structue would be
demolished.

Works to Existing Structures

2 and Level

2 Suggested Remedial Works

Differences Between the Level

Approximate Chaiage (1) Level

Table 2.4

Leve12 Suggested Remedial Works

Existing overbridge to be completely reconstructed to As for Level 2.

3005 - Lower Church Lae

one. No additional

land take wil be
4

constrct the bridge perpendicular to the track

3300 - Dudley Port

Existig structure to be demolished and replaced by

tram stop, incorporating steps and lifts.

new pedestrian footbridge adjacent to the proposed

a Same as Level

highway

2 solution excluding lift access.

alignent.

alignent instead of parallel to the existing

3310 - West Coast mainline The separation of the arch to be investigated, with No works proposed.
railway overbridge: bridge treatment (stitching) as required. All brickwork to be
no.
12
repointed, with replacement as required.

pedestrian footbridge:
bridge no. 12A

with reinstated heavy raiL.

No additional works identified.

No additional works identified.

months wil be required.

complete, and temporary road closures for 7

The work wil take around 14 months to

headroom through the structure. However, all
works remain within the lints of deviation
shown on the Order plans.

altered although complete reconstrction stil

deemed necessary. The new proposal is to

The footprint of the new structure is larger than
that of the existing, or previously
proposed
structures. This is due to the very constrained

The method and type of construction has been

width, widening for
adjacent tram stop and provision for an interchange

accommodate three track

Existig overbridge to be completely reconstructed to

3200 - Park Lae East

overbridge: bridge no. 15

accommodate three track

None identified.

None identified.

None identiied.

None identified.

expected to take around 3 weeks to complete.

works. However, the works wil take around 6
months to complete, rather than 2 to 3 months
as assumed in the ES. Demolition works are

required as a result of the proposed Level

new

existig bride structure and construction of the

Differences between Leve12 and Leve14
Scheme
Additional works include demolition of the

overbridge: bridge no. 16

width.

a pedestrian footbridge, to accommodate three track
width.

Existing overbridge to be completely reconstructed as As for Level

2865 - Access Road

overbridge: bridge no. 17

accommodate three track

overbridge: bridge no. 18

2.

Existing overbridge to be completely reconstructed to As for Level 2.

2700 - Horseley Road

width.

accommodate three track

width.

Existing overbridge to be completely reconstructed to As for Level 2.

Access for construction wil be via the track as
access to the bridge is not easily available by
road.

wil replace the existig super/sub structures.

girder steel decks on new concrete abutments

bereused for the light rail alignent Two triple

new concrete abutments: The existig deck wil

Complete reconstruction works proposed with

Leve14 Suggested Remedial Works

overbridge: bridge no. 20

2080 - New Road

abutments to be repointed.

1080 - Walsall Canal
The main deck to be replaced to extended four track
underbridge: bridge no. 22 width, on existing abutments, with other redundant
decks to be removed. The brickwork to both

Approximate Chainage (1)

be added.

Overhead line equipment (OHLE) protection to

Leyel4 Suggested Remedial Works

The deck to be replaced to extend three track width,
on existing abutments. The north abutment to be
investigated, with local strengthening as required.
The brickwork to both abutments to be repointed.

no. 4: bridge no. 8 to be demolished / infiled.

4330 - Birmgham Canal
underbridge: bridge no. 7

routes for other Midland Metro or non Midland
Metro works in conjunction with Dudley
Metropolitan Borough CounciL

programmed to avoid closure of diversionary

complete.

expected to take around 3 to 4 weeks to

months to complete, rather than 1 months as
assumed in the ES. Demolition works are

works. However, the works wil

4
take around 6

one. No additional land take wil be

required as a result of the proposed Level

new

existig bridge structure and construction of the

Additional works include demolition of the

Scheme
The provision of OHLE protection is not
expected to give rise to additional
environmental effects.

Differences between Level 2 and Level 4

rernoval of the existing decks for refurbishment

of the existig bridge wil be required prior to

aronnd 2 months to complete.

The works wil take around 6 months to
complete, rather than 1 month as assumed in
the ES. Demolition works are expected to take

Cofferdam structures wil be required during
construction to protect existing canal The work
wil be undertaken ensuring navigability of the
canal at all times during construction. Towpath
diversions wil be required across the existing
track for up to 6 months.

located within the limts of deviation.

None identified.

Due to the increased span of the new bridge,
additional
land take of around 2.75 m to the
be required. The existing deck wil be removed, north wil be required. This land take is
strengthened and repainted and then replaced on
additional to that considered in the ES, but is
new concrete abutments. Complete demolition
assumed to be servceable) have been deemed to

New abutments (which were previously

,for Level 2.

Existing overbridge to be completely reconstructed to As for Level 2, with the exception that a new
The construction works proposed for the Level
accommodate three track
width and widening for
triple girder deck
with cross giders and collsion 4 design are not expected to give rise to
adjacent tram stop.
beams wil be required.
additional environmental effects.

4260 - Un-named structue Existig pedestrian access to be stopped up, structure As

underbridge: bridge no. 9

4045 - Sedgley Road East

3820 - Coneygre Road

ll1e redundant deck to be removed and existing
Complete reconstruction of the bridge has been
underbridge: bridge no. 10 damaged edge beam to be replaced, with additional proposed. This wil require complete demolition
strike protection and advance warning (signs). The
of the existing bridge and replacement with a
exposed steelwork to be grit blasted and repainted.
new steel girder deck and concrete abutments
The affected abutments to be investigated, with local and wing
walls. During construction works it
strengthening as required. The brickwork to both
wil be necessary to divert traffic from Coneygre
abutments to be repointed.
road for around 3 months. This work wil be

aqueduct: bridge no. 11

Local areas of spalled concrete to be repaired

3330 - Birmigham Canal

2 Suggested Remedial Works

Level

Approximate Chaiage (1)

The deck to be replaced and extended to three track

widlh, on existig abutrnents.

The existing structure to be partially demolished /

infiled to accorrodate tram route (at-grade

4705 - Birmigham New
Road underbridge: bridge
nO.5A

5175 to 5225 - Tipton Road

tuel: bridge no. 3

4 Suggested Remedial Works

7670 - Dudley Southern

Viaduct: bridge no. 159

8110 to 8260 Parkhead

Bypass overbridge

waterproofig. Brickwork to the piers to cleaned and
repointed, wilh replacement as required.

geotextile reinforcement) drainage and

Reconstrct the parapet (recovered coping stones),
spandrel and stringcourse
walls, with new tie bar
connections. Replace existing fil (incorporating

None required.

faces.

filed
with foamed concrete. Brickwork to outer
,

existig spandrel walls and parapets and to be

Reinforced concrete trough sections to replace

OHLE protection to parapets.

Encase steel columns in concrete to form one leaf The provision of OBLE protection is not
pier and provide OHLE protection to parapets.
expected to give rise to additional
enviromnental effects.

No specific items identified.

7585 - Cinder Bank

overbridge: bridge no. 160

4

scaffolding. This land take is additional to that
assumed in the ES, but is within the limits of
deviation. Works are expected to take around
18 months, as opposed to 9 to 12 months for the
Level 2 design.

land take wil be required to a wid th of around
5 m either side of the structure to accorrodate

land take is require during the
operation of the scheme, although temporary
No additional

The provision of OHLE protection is not
expected to give rise to additional
enviromnental effects.

None identified.

As for Level 2.

No specific items identified.

underbridge

footbridge

7070 - New Road

None identified.

None identified.

Scheme
No significant differences identified.

Duferences between Level 2 and Level

Structure to be demolished to accorrodate tram
route.

As for Level 2.

As for Level 2.

Existig deck to be cleaned, repainted and rewaterproofed. Existing pilasters to be replaced
and parapets and walkways to be re-fixed with
new brackets.

Level

6265 - King Street

crossing of Tipton Road).

Leve12 Suggested Remedial Works

Approximate Chaiuage (1)

underbridge

9270 - Pensnett Canal

(Line 1 Connection)

80 - Wednesbury Viaduct

Proposed Structures

overbridge: bridge no. 156

8795 - Pedmore Road

Clear span curved structure across extended Canal
The design has not been developed further.
Street. Retraing works required to canaL An in
situ reinorced concrete deck with reinorced concrete
abutments, on piled foundations (as necessary) wil
be required.

to accommodate proposed structure.

required to existig Line 1 underbridge (wingwalls)

foundations (as necessary). Local modifications

reinforced concrete piers / abutments, on piled

road and pre-cast concrete beams to form tuel

Steel box girder underbridge for light rail over

OHlE protection to parapets.

Leve14 Suggested Remedial Works

western (Wolverhampton) and eastern (Birmigham)
fo~light rail to cross heavy raiL
links across Line 1 depot access road and the
reinstated heavy rail corridor. This wil require
construction of an in situ concrete deck with

'Y' arrangement structure, conveying the main route,

sealant replaced.

Raised platforms adjacent to the abutments to be
removed to accommodate the extended track width.
Abutments to be cleaned (graffti) and the joint

Approximate Chaiage (1) Leve12 Suggested Remedial Works

land take has been identiied.

None identified.

Works are expected to take around 18 months
to complete. The construction works are not
expected to give rise to additional
environmental effects.

No additional

The provision of OHLE protection is not
expected to give rise to additional
environmental effects.

constrction of the new concrete U-shaped
deck, which wil also form the spandrel walls.
Existing brickwork deck and spandrel walls
wil be removed from site by road. Concrete
wagons wil deliver concrete to the site and
cranes wil be required for liftig materials from
the worksite at lock level onto the top of the
viaduct.

existing deck and spandrel walls and

Differences between Leve12 and Leve14
Scheme
The works wil involve demolition of the

be finalised.

structure across Dudley Canal (5). Structural form to

Approximately 35 m clear span curved / skewed The design has not been developed further.

(1) Based on the light rail chainage.

10595 to 10630 - Dudley
Canal (5) underbridge

structure across Dudley Canal (N). Structural form to

Canal (N underbridge

be fialised.

Approximately 45 m clear span curved / skewed The design has not been developed further.

9760 to 9805 - Dudley

proposed structure.

Canal Street bridge (wingwalls) to acconunodate

be required. Local modifications required to existing

Clear span structure across Pensnett Canal. An in The design has not been developed further.
situ reinforced concrete deck with reinorced concrete
abutments, on piled foundations (as necessary) wil

9400 - Canal Street

underbridge

Leve12 Suggested Remedial Works Leve14 Suggested Remedial Works

Approximate Chaiage (1)

None identified.

None identified.

None identified.

Differences between Leve12 and Leve14
Scheme

2.4 ASSESSMENT OF ENVRONMENTAL EFFECTS
2.4.1 Long-term and Permanent Effects

Noise and Vibration Impacts
The potential for additional
operation of the Level

4

long-term noise impacts to occur during the
light rail scheme is sumarised in Table 2.5 and

discussed below.

The effect of the refinement of the scheme from Level 2 to Level 4 has moved

the tracks slightly, such that they are closer to noise sensitive receptors
assessed in the ES in some areas, and futher away in others. The
consequential noise changes are small, in all cases less than 1dB, and lead to
small changes to potential noise impacts and mitigation requiements. In all
but two cases, the classification of the noise impact for the Level

4 alignent is

the same as for ES. The two classifications that change are as follows:
19) Peel Street/Victoria Road - Impact classification increased from slight to

moderate, approxiately 6 houses affected.
23) Boscobel Avenue - Impact classifcation increased from none to slight,

no signcant impact, no mitigation required.

A number of properties were identiied in Section 6.4.6 of the ES at which
.

ground vibration may be perceptible

as

a result of

2

the operation of tle Level

light rail scheme. As a result of changes to the alignent for the Level 4
design, there is the potential for levels of ground vibration to be more
perceptible where the track is shifed closer to sensitive receptors. However,
for tlie Level

4 alignent, estimated vibration dose value (VDV) levels of

ground vibration are not expected to exceed the assessment criterion
described in Section 6.4.3 of the ES. Hence, whilst vibration may be
perceptible in some areas, due to its transient natue and low levels, it is not
expected to give rise to adverse comments and no additional mitigation wil

be requied.
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Table 2.5

3150
3100

14- Keeling St / Dairy Close

Approx

2
2

3800
3850
3900

19- Peel Street / Victoria Road

20- Peel Street (far house)

4010
4050

4200
4500

22- Binield Street / Mayfair
Gardens

23- Boscobel Avenue

24- Fernwood Croft

27- Lindley Avenue

1

1

2

2

3

0.5

3700

18- Harrowby Drive /
Carnegie Ave

0

1

3
0.5
0.5

0.5

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0

21- Binield Street

the Level

Realigiuiient (m)

15- Station Street / Smith Place 3200
3500
16- Jays Avenue
3600
17- Tudor Court

12- Church Lae

13- Park lae East

2400

9- Bramah Way / St Helens
Drive
2900
2960
3000

1900
2000

6- Eagle Lae
7- Eagle Lae (near station)

10- Dovecote Close
11- Heath Close

Approx
Chainage (i

Noise Sensitive Receptor

Predicted Changes in Light Rail Noise as a Result of

-0.3

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.2
0.6

0.4

-0.2

OJ
-OJ
0.0

0.0

-0.3

0.1

-0.7
-OJ

-OJ

-OJ
-OJ

of Light Rail (dB)

49.9

47.4

45.2

42.5

43.4
47.7

48.6

52.9

42.1
47.1
53.2

43.7

43.5

42.8
41.9
44.7

46.0

45.5
43.9

LAeq,
8 hour

Level

Change in Noise Level Predicted Noise

4 Alignment

2)

Moderate

Slight

None

Moderate

Slight

Slight

None

None
Slight
None
Slight

None

Moderate

Substantial

None
Slight
Substantial

None

None

None
None
None

Slight

Slight
None

Impacts for Level 4

Si~icaiice of

Slight

Substantial

Slight
Substantial

None

None

None

None
None
None

Slight

Slight
None

(Level

Impacts in ES

Significance of

8950

light rail chainage.

43- Cochrane Road

2

8450

41- Buxton Road / Kent Place

(1) Based on the Level

7070

36- New Road (east houses)

0

3.5

0

2

Realigiuuent (n1)

Chainage (1)

4700

Approx

Approx

28- Birmigham New Road

Noise Sensitive Receptor

0.0

-0.3

0.0

-0.2

uf Light Rail (dB)

49.2

42.8

45.4

47.1

LAeq, 8 hour

Level

Change in Noise Level Predicted Noise
2)

Moderate

None

None

Slight

(Level

Impacts in ES

Sigiuficance of

Moderate

None

None

Slight

Impacts for Level 4

Signiicance of

Landscape and Visual Impacts

4 alignments
involve realignents within the existing corridor of only a few metres. As the
location as was
transport corridor wil remain confined to the same general
assessed in the ES, the changes to the location of the tracks wil not
In all

2 and Level

locations, any differences between the Level

2

significantly affect the wider landscape any more or less than the Level

alignent. Localy, however, some differences to the long-term and

permanent landscape and visual impacts assessed in the ES may result from:
. the removal of additional vegetation¡

. the use of steeper embanents or cuttgS¡
. less opportuity for mitigation screen planting between the proposed

scheme and visual receptors¡
. use of retaing walls / gabions instead of vegetated slopes which are

visually less attactive¡ and
. the movement of tram vehicles in the landscape, lightig and activity
around tram stops at locations which are closer to sensitive receptors than
they would be in the Level 2 design.

In the ES it was assumed that only vegetation within 5 m of the track would
accommodate the Lever4light rail alignent

requiêiemovål. However, to

diferent or additional vegetation may need to be removed.
Table 2.6 identifies the main differences in permanent landscape and visual

4 light rail alignments based on the
inormation provided in Table 2.3. The assessment of landscape impacts
2 and the Level

impacts between the Level

associated with the Level

2

is provided in Table 6.27 in Section

light rail design

6.6.10 of the ES. Visual impacts are reported in Table 6.28 in Section 6.6.11 of

the ES. Both the landscape and visual impact assessments considered impacts
in the first year of operation and 15 years after openig, takig into account
mitigation plantig.
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Table 2.6

Difference in the Landscape and Visual Impacts between the Level 2 and Level
4 Light Rail Alignments (without mitigation)
Approximate

Difference between Level

Chainage (1)

and Level

2

4 Aligmnent

260 -300 and Slightly less widening of the
360 - 610
western embankment

Difference in Sigiuficance of Impact
2 and Level
4 Alignment
Landscape
Views

between Level

No significant
difference

No significant
difference

required and use of gabions
instead of a retaining walL

No significant difference in
the overall impact as entire
western embankment needs
to be rebuilt in both
alignents. Both equally as

visually intrusive.
610 -770

Slightly less widening of the

The Level

western embankment

alignent would

4

The Level

4

alignent would

required meaning that the
have a reduced
slope can be re-profied
nega tive impact on
instead of the use of a
the landscape.
retaining walL. This wil be
less visually intrusive and can

have a reduced
negative impact on

be replanted for a softer

the adjacent towpath

views. Only viewed
by a small number of
recreational users of

landscape finsh.
965 -1075

Widening to the west by 3 m

The Level

4

The Level

to accommodate the Gold's

alignent

would

âlignent would

4

Hil tram stop, with re-

have a slightly

have a slightly

profied slopes. Additional

greater negative

vegetation clearance, but re-

impact on the
landscape.

greater impact on
views. Only viewed
by a small number of
recreational users of
the adjacent towpath.

profiing wil allow for

mitigation plantig.

1200 -1260

Widening to the west by 1 m
with slope re-profiling.

1980 - 2050

Widening to the west by 5 m
to accommodate the Great

No significant
difference
The Level

4

alignent would

Bridge tram stop. Use of two- have a grea ter
storey gabions instead of a 3
negative impact on

m retaining walls. Further
widening wil result in
additional vegetation

the landscape.

No significant
difference
The Level

4

alignment would
have a greater
negative impact on
views from Eagle

Lae and Bramah

Way.

clearance and less room for
mitigation. Viewed from
Eagle lane, Bramah Way.
2100- 2400

Widening at the toe of the
embankment by 1.5 m to the

No significant
difference

No significant
difference

east, using single or twostorey gabion walls.
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Approximate Difference between Level

2

Chainage (1) and Level 4 Aliginent

Difference in Sigificance of Impact

between Level 2 and Level 4 Alignent

Landscape Views
1650 - 2700

2800- 2830

Widening to the west by 2 to
3 m and use of two-storey
gabion walls.

No significant No significant

difference difference

4
Widening to the west by 8 m The Level
to accommodate the Horseley alignent would
have a greater
Heath tram stop, requirig
negative impact on
two-storey gabion walls.
the landscape.
Additional vegetation
clearance and less room for
mitigation planting. Viewed
from Dovecote Close and
Heath Close.

The Level

4

alignment would
have a greater
negative impact on
views from Dovecote
Close and Heath
Close.

2740- 2875

Widening to the west by 2 to No significant
3 m, with a two-storey gabion difference
walL Viewed by properties
on Dovecote Close.

No significant
difference

2900-3020

Widening to the west by 2 m,
with a two-storey gabion
walL Viewed by properties
on Heath Close.

No significant
difference

No significant
difference

2930-3020

Widening to the west by 5 m
with a single storey gabion
walL A similar wall was
in the Level 2
included
design, but the additional
widening wil result in
further vegetation clearance
and less room for mitigation.

3025-3175

The Level

4

alignent would

have a greater
impact on
negative
the landscape.

Widening to the east by 1.5 m No significant
difference
requiring single storey

The Level

4

alignment would
have a greater
negative impact on
views from Heath
Close, Park Lae East
and Smith Place.

No significant
difference

gabion. Viewed by properties

on Station Street and Dairy
Close.

3070-3200

Widening to the west by 3 m
requiring a single storey
gabion walL. Viewed by
properties on Station Street
and Park Lane East Cabion
walls were included in the

The Level

4

alignment would
have a greater
negative impact on

the landscape.

The Level

4

alignent would
have a greater
negative impact on
views from Station
Street and Park Lae
East.

Level 2 design, but additional

widening wil result in
further vegeta tion clearance
and less room for mitigation
re-planting.

3210-3230

Widening to the west by 1 m No significant
requiring a two-storey gabion difference
wall (as opposed to a single

No significant
difference

storey gabion wall).
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Approximate

Difference between Level

Chainage (1)

and Level 4 Aligient

3230 - 3300

Difference in Significance of Impact

2

between Level

Widening to accommodate
the Dudley Port stop, by 3 il
New gabion walls on the west
side of the cutting; requiring
further vegetation clearance
and with less opportunity for

2 and Level

4 Alignent

Landscape

Views

4

The Level

The Level

alignent would

have a slightly
greater negative
impact on the
landscape.

4

alignment would
have a slightly
greater negative
impact on views from
Jays Avenue and
Smith Place.

l1tigation planting post

construction. Viewed by a
small number of residents on
Jays Avenue and Smith Place.
3350 - 3310

Widening to the west by 3 m
at Birmingham Canal and

The Level

4

alignent would

have a slightly
Mainline bridge
structure, with a single storey greater negative
impact on the
gabion walL Additional
vegetation clearance. Viewed landscape.
by a small number of
residents on
Jays Avenue and
West Coast

The Level

4

alignent would

have a slightly
greater negative
impact on views from
Jays Avenue and
Sl1th Place.

Sl1th Place.

3700 -3800

Widening to the west by 1 m No significant
with some re-profilng works difference
and gabion walls. No
widening works were
previously identified. Works
wil result in some further

have a slightly
greater negative
impact on Harrowby
Drive and Tudor

vegetation clearance. Viewed

Court

The Level

4

alignent would

by properties on Harrowby
Drive and Tudor Court
3960-4000

Widening to the west by 2 m
to accommodate the Sedgley

No significant
difference

The Level

4

alignent would
have a slightly
greater negative
impact on views from
Binfield Street and
Mayfair Gardens.

Road East tram stop. Reprofilig and gabion walls

requiredi as opposed to a
walL Additional
retaining
vegetation clearance. Viewed
by properties on Binfield

Street and Mayfair Gardens.

4070-4280

Widening to the west by 2 to The Level 4
alignent would
4 m, using a two-storey
gabion and slope re-profiing. have a greater
Additional vegetation

negative impact on

clearance and less room for
l1tigation planting. Viewed

the landscape.

The Level

4

alignment would
have a greater
negative impact on
views from Mayfair
Gardens

and

Fernwood Croft

by properties on Mayfair
Gardens and Fernwood Croft
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Approxiate Difference between Level 2 Difference in Sigificance of Impact
Chainage (1) and Level 4 Alignent between Level 2 and Level 4 Alignent

Landscape Views
4470 -4670 Reinforced earth embankment No significant No significant

to the west of the track difference difference
instead of a retaining walL.

Trams ruing closer to
houses on Lindley Avenue.
No difference in screen
planting. Both equally

as

visually intrusive to residents

of Lindley Avenue.

5420 - 5500 Widening to the west by 1 m No significant
with some re-profiling works. difference
(1) Based on the Level 2 light rail chainage.

No significant
difference

Generally, the movement of the alignent by a few metres wi have no
landscape and visual
impacts of the tram scheme. Tram movement wi remain confined to the
difference on the overall significance of the operational

exitig tranport corridor and thus there wi be no further impacts on the

2 light rail

landscape tlian those already assessed in the ES for the Level
scheme. However, construction of the wider corridor required for Level

4 wi

result in there being less screenig of tram movement and stops than there
was in the Level 2 alignent. In addition, where vegetated slopes are

replaced with retaing structes sensitive visual receptors will have greater
views of the scheme, since th provides less opportuty for mitigation screen

plantig. Where additionaUmpactsare expected to occur, all opportuties to
provide replacement plantig to screen the proposed alignent from nearby
residential properties wil be explored. However, where ths is not possible,
opportuities to provide fencing as an alternative means of screenig the
algnent wi be considered where it is practicable to do so, in consultation
with Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council (MBC) and Dudley MBC.

light rail scheme is expected to give rise to landscape and visual
impacts which are greater than those reported in the ES, in the followig
locations:
The Level

4

. Eagle Lane, Bramah Way and the Tame Valley Canal (ie in relation to

users of the towpath at Gold's Hi);
. Heath Close, Dovecote Close, Park Lane East, Station Street, Smith Place
and Jays Avenue; and
. Tudor Court, Harrowby Drive, Mayfai Gardens, Sedgley Road East,

Fernwood Croft and Bineld Street.
In each location, moderate to substantial visual impacts were predicted to

occur as a result of the Level 2 light rail scheme during the fist year of
operation (see Table 6.28 in the ES). However, with re-plantig, these impacts
were predicted to be slight to moderate by year 15 (takig into account tie
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for plantig to matue). The additional widenig and use of
4 design in this area means that there

gabions/retaining walls for the Level

wil be fewer opportuities for mitigation planting. Where planting cannot be

provided, opportuties to use fencing to screen the alignent wil be
explored where appropriate and in consultation with Sandwell Metropolitan
Borough Council (MBC) and Dudley MBC. However, the use of fencing is
generally considered to be less preferable than mitigation plantig.

Consequently, where fencing is considered to be practicable and appropriate
ths wil result in impacts that are slightly worse than those described in the

ES. Where no mitigation is provided (ie in the form of planting or fencing),
moderate to substantial visual impacts are expected, which are worse than
those reported in the ES.

2 light rail design were expected
to be slight in the absence of mitigation plantig in all of the locations
Landscape impacts resulting from the Level

identiied above, due to the removal of vegetation and the introduction of

gabions and retaing walls. Where the alignment is widened as a result of

41ight rail design and replacement plantig canot be provided, this
wi result in impacts that are slightly worse than those described in the ES.
the Level

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage

The construction of the scheme has the potential to give rise to permanent
impacts on archaeological resources (including industrial archaeological
the canals and railways). Impacts can
resources such as the inastructue of
result from the followig:
. groundworks which extend beyond the modern overburden and/or

topsoil, which could distub suriving in situ archaeological deposits;
. alterations to existig services affected by tlie scheme's groundworks,

which may cause considerable additional disruption to surviving
archaeological deposits;
. vibration, changes to the water table (or water acidity) and settlement

which may also affect the preservation of archaeological deposits even if
they
are not encountered during the course of more intrusive and obvious
construction works; and
. structual modifcations and

i or demolitions of existig industrial

archaeological structures, and new constructions of inastructure

associated with the scheme which may permanently affect the existig
industrial archaeology.

Constrction works also have the potential to result in impacts on cultual
heritage resources such as listed buidings and conservation areas. Ths may
include, for example:
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. permanent impacts on the structural integrity of stading buildings owig
to proposed alterations and demolitions during the construction process;
and
. permanent impacts associated with vibration or settlement.
The purpose of ths section of the report is to determine whether the Level 4

light rail design is expected to give rise to additional impacts on archaeology
and cultual heritage when compared with the Level 2 scheme. The
information on construction works in Table 2.3 and 2.4 has been used for the
basis of this assessment.
Appendix F of the ES describes listed structures and structues recorded in the
Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) located with 100 m of the proposed

extension scheme. Ths includes the followig listed structues:
. Jones Bridge over the Tame Valley Canal (Grade m; and

. Hempole Lane Bridge (Grade II).
The followig strctues are not listed, but are recorded on the SMR:

. Waterfront Way railway bridge;

. Parkhead Spike Shop Bridge;

. Parkhead Viaduct;

. Dudley N02Canal;
. Harts H:ll railway bridge; and
. Canal Street railway bridge.

Al of the structures described above are protected by local planing policy as
described in Section 6.7.4 of the ES. The ES considered the potential for in situ
archaeological deposits to be encountered with a 100 m corridor centred on

the alignent. Since no additional widenig works wi take place outside
this corridor, these works are not expected to give rise to additional impacts.
However, the potential for additional impacts to occur as a result of works to
structues is considered in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.7

Potential Impacts on Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Associated with
4 Light Rail Alignment

Additional Works to Structures for the Level

Chainage (1) Location

Potential Additional Impact (umiutigated)

1080 Walsall Canal

The area around the Walsall Canal Underbridge is the last of
several brick canal basins remaining in Sandwell. It is not
statutorily listed, but is of some historic interest. The adjacent
Hempole Lane Bridge and Jones Bridge are Grade II listed, but
these wil not be directly affected by the proposed extension

Underbridge:
Bridge No. 22

scheme. The proposed complete reconstruction of the Walsall

Canal underbridge wil result in additional impacts to the bridge
itself and the canal resources in the vicinity. lhe existing
need to be recorded prior to works commencing.
structure may
Since the structure is not listed, the significance of the additional
expected to be slight.
impacts is only

3820 Coneygre
Road
Underbridge:
Bridge No. 10

It wìl be necessary to demolish this bridge as part of the Level 4
design. Whist it is not listed, it is of some historic interest in the

context of industral archaeology. Consequently, the structure
may need to be recorded before demolition. Since the structue
is not listed, the significance of the additional impacts is only
expected to be slight.

4330 Birrrghar
Canal
Underbridge:
Bridge

No. 7

The construction of new abutments and demolition of the
existig structure has the potential to result in additional

impacts on archaeolology. The bridge is not listed, but is of

some historical interest in terms of industrial archaeology.
bridge may need to be recorded
Consequently,. the existig
before demolition. Since the structure is not listed, the
significance of the additional impacts is only

expected to be

slight.
8110 - 8260

Parkhead
Viaduct:
Bridge No. 159

The works required on the Parkhead Viaduct are more extensive
need
than those assessed in the ES. The existig structure may
to be recorded before constrction works begin. The settig of
the Parkhead Locks Conservation Area and adjacent listed

affected during the construction

buildings wil also be adversely

works, for a longer period of time than assumed for the Level

2

scheme assessed in the ES. The viaduct is not listed, but is
recorded on the SMR As a result, the additional works are
expected to give rise to impacts which are slightly greater than
those reported in the ES.

(1) Based on the light rail chainage.

As described in Table 2.7 above, impacts that, in the absence of mitigation, are

slightly worse than those predicted to occur in the ES are expected in four
4 light rail design. Section 6.7.8 in the ES
describes a range of mitigation measures to ensure that permanent impacts on
archaeology and cultual heritage are mised. These measures wi ensure
locations as a result of the Level

that no signcant additional impacts on archaeology or cultural heritage
4

resources are expected to occur if the Level

light rail design is implemented.
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Ecology and Nature Conservation

The followig potential impacts on ecology and nature conservation were
considered as part of the EIA for the

scheme:

. permanent loss of habitat or species due to permanent or temporary land
take for the proposed scheme;
. fragmentation of habitat and severance of ecological corridors between

isolated habitats of ecological importance;
. alteration of drainage regies which may affect habitats; and

. creation of new habitats and introduction of species as a result of

reinstatement works, habitat enhancement proposals and landscaping.
2 light rail

Significant ecological impacts reported in the ES for the Level

scheme are maily associated with permanent loss of habitat resultig in
impacts to locally designated habitats and potentially resultig in impacts to

protected species, namely water vole, bats, badger and kingfisher. The ES
assumed the loss of all the vegetation on the track bed and the removal of
vegetation up to 5 m on either side of the track. It also assumed that in many

areas, most of the vegetation with the limits of deviation would requie
removal to alow widenig of the route and creation of tram stops.
Additional impacts are predidedto occur 'where changesto the röute
alignent result in signficantly more habitat clearance than assumed for the

Level 2 scheme. The differences between the Level 2 and Level 4 light rail

alignent are described in Table 2.2. The deviations in alignent from the
Level

2 to Level

4 design are between 0.8 m and 4.7 m, all with the lits of

deviation assumed in the ES. The extent of vegetation clearance and the
2 wil not be
4 scheme as opposed to Level

impacts on ecology from the Level

signicantly diferent from those reported in the ES.

The ES for the Level 2 light rail scheme assumed that only a lited amount of
planting (ie habitat creation) would be possible along the railway corridor on
completion of the works. Changes to accommodate the light and heavy rail
light rail design, including widenig of
schemes associated with the Level 4
the corridor in some places and the use of gabions along the majority of the
route, wil further reduce ths opportuity. This means that there is likely to
be less opportuty for habitat creation after vegetation clearance.

Reconstruction of the Birmigham Canal underbridge requies additional
land take, as the span of the new deck increases the footprint by an additional
loss of matue trees and tall

2.75 m to the north. Thi will result in additional

ruderal vegetation. Additional protected species 'check' surveys (futher to
those undertaen for the EIA, particularly in relation to water vole) wi be

undertaken imediately prior to construction to identi burrows that may be
affected during the works.
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A range of mitigation measures was described in Section 6.6.8 of the ES. No
4 light rail
additional mitigation wil be requied as a result of the Level

design. Habitat loss will be lited to the minimum needed for safe
implementation of the works and best site management practices will be
adopted to miimise the risk of secondary impacts to adjacent habitat
(including direct incursions, pollution, draining of adjacent wet habitats etc).
All bridges and other built structues wil be subject to futher checks for
roostig bats and nesting birds prior to removal and appropriate mitigation
measures agreed with English Nature and implemented if bats are found.
There wi be futher check surveys for other protected species (such as water
vole) prior to work commencing and appropriate mitigation measures will be
agreed with English Natue and implemented if any protected species are
identied prior to or during construction.

4

Overall, no additional impacts are expected to occur as a result of the Level

light rail scheme.
2.4.2 Short-term and Construction Effects

Traffc Impacts

Short-term impacts on traffic resultig from the construction of the Level 2
light rail scheme are considered in Section 7.3 of the ES. The assessment
concluded that relatively low levels of construction traffic are expected to
of temporary

occur, but that some residual disruption wi occur as a result

lane and road closmes/ diversions and temporary canal and towpath
4 light rail scheme has the potential to give

closures / diversions. The Level

rise to the following additional impacts on traffic and tranport.

. Additional HGV movements associated with the removal of spoil
resultig from additional widening works and bridge works.

. Works to the Walsall Canal underbridge, which are expected to take in the

region of six months rather than two to thee months as assumed for the
Level

2 scheme.

. Works to the Park Lane East underbridge which are expected to take 14
month to complete, with road closure for seven month. Closures for a
period of six and a half months were assumed for the Level 2 scheme.
. Works to the Coneygre Road underbridge, resultig in traffic diversions
for thee month. No traffc diversions were assumed for the Level

2

scheme. This work wil be programed to avoid closme of diversionary
routes for other Midland Metro or non Midland Metro works in
conjunction with Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council.

. Works to the Birmigham Canal resultig in temporary diversion of the
towpath for six months. Overnight closures only were assumed for the
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Level 2 scheme. These works wi be designed to maintain navigation on
the canal at all times.
. Works to Parkhead Viaduct, which are expected to take around 18 months

2 scheme.

to complete, as opposed to nine to 12 months for the Level

A range of mitigation measures have been developed as described in Section
7.3.6 of the ES to ensure that impacts on traffic and transport during

construction works are mised. These wi be implemented through the
Code of Constructon Praçtice (CoCP) for the scheme. No additionàl impacts
4 light rail scheme and no
are expected to occur as a result of the Level
additional mitigation measures wil be requied.
Noise and Vibration Impacts

4 light rail
2 light rail design) has been considered in

The potential for additional noise impacts to result from the Level
design (when compared to the Level

relation to thee aspects:

. where the proposed Level 4 alignent is located closer to noise sensitive
2 design, construction works will also take

receptors than in the Level

place in closer proxity to noise sensitive receptors;

. impacts associated with additional widening works; and

. impacts associated

Firstly, where the Level

With additional

bridge works.

4 light rail alignent is located closer to noise

sensitive receptors than the Level 2 design, this is not expected to give rise to
additional construction noise impacts. It has not been possible to identi the

exact location of plant during the construction of the scheme, as on-site

working conditions wil determie exactly where machery is positioned.
Therefore, as described in Section 7.4.3 of the ES, the construction noise

predictions are based on appropriate assumptions. However, the chge in
location of the light rail alignent is relatively mior (ie no more than 3.5 m
towards any noise sensitive receptor) and therefore changes to construction
noise are not signcant. Additional noise impacts associated with the
4

widenig works proposed as part of the Level

light rail design (as described

in Table 2.2) are described in Table 2.8.
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Table 2.8

Potential Noise Impacts Resulting from Additional Widening Work
Signiicance of

Predicted
Noise

Uiuitigated

Level (dB)

Impact

None identified

Chain
age (1)
Differences
Between Proposed
Construction
Methods
Gabion walls
9040 - 9080

None identified

Gabion walls

8750 - 9000

None identified

Re-profiing

8590 - 8750

None identified

Re-profiing

8300 - 8410

None identified

Re-profiing

8i20 - 8180

7- Eagle Lane

Gabion walls

7310-7380

68

None

10- Dovecote Road

Gabion walls

6555 - 6585

72

None

15- Station Street/Smith Place Gabion walls

6150 - 6170

75

None

16- Jays Avenue

Gabion walls

6070 - 6140

67

None

18- Carnegie Ave

Gabion walls

5990 - 6030

80

Noise Sensitive Receptor

ImpactModerate

Impact-

Re-profiing and
gabion walls

5565 - 5675

22- Mayfair Gardens

Gabion walls

5370- 5410

72

None

27-Lindley Ave

Gabion walls

5090 - 5300

74

None

Reinforced earth

4700-4900

81

19- Peel Street

28- Birmgham New Road

80

Moderate

embankment
(1) Based on the Level

ImpactSubstantial

numbers RLY42276A/900/101-117.

4 light rail chainage, drawing

There is potential for additional noise impacts at noise sensitive receptors on
Carnegie Avenue, Peel Street and Birmingham New Road during the Level 4
light rail widenig works, in the absence of mitigation. Table 7.10 of the ES

reports predicted noise impacts at all of these receptors. However, as
discussed in the ES, these impacts wil be temporary in natue and wil only
affect particular noise sensitive receptors for a short period of tie. The
additional effect is most likely to be an increase in the duration of noise
impacts in these thee areas, in the absence of mitigation.
As described in Section 7.4.10 of the ES, a range of mitigation measures have

been developed, which wi be implemented through the CoCP. Experience
from other projects has shown that appropriate mitigation can reduce noise
levels by around 5 to 10 dB. Therefore, with mitigation, the moderate and
substatial noise impacts reported in Table 2.8 above wil be reduced.
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As described in Table 2.4, the Level 4 light rail design wil result in a number
of additional bridge works. The potential for additional noise impacts to
occur as a result is described below in Table 2.9.

Table 2.9

Potential Noise Impacts Resulting from Additional Remedial Works to
Structures
Receptor

6 - Eagle Lae

Chainage

Construction Demolition Highest

(1)

(dB)

(dB)

Unmtigated

1800

70

71

Impact
None

3820

77

78

Impact - Slight

Birmigham Canal 4200

77

78

Impact - Slight

77

78

Impact - Slight

71

72

None

Additional Work
Required
Walsall Canal
Construction and

Demolition
19 - Peel Street

Coneygre Road
Construction and

Demolition

24- Fernwood
Croft

Construction and

Demolition

27 - Lindley
Avenue

Birmingham Canl 4500
Construction and

Demolition
40 - Parkhead

Parkhead Viaduct

Locks

Construction and

8110

Demolition
(l)Based on the Level4lìghtrailchainage

Slight impacts have been predicted at Peel Street and the former Dudley
Freightler Site as a result of the additional bridge works, in the absence of

mitigation measures. However, as described above, with the implementation
of appropriate mitigation measures, no additional impacts are expected.
The potential for vibration to occur during the construction of the scheme was
considered in Section 7.4.7 of the ES. Ths assessment considered vibration

from sheet pilig and bored pilig works. The chages to the Level 2 light rail
4 scheme are not expected to give rise
alignent which form part of the Level
to additional vibration impacts. However, cofferdam structues wi be

requied cluring construction of the Birgham Canal underbridge in order
to protect the existig canaL. Ths will include sheet pilig and is expected to
be the noisiest phase of construction. Without mitigation, a noise impact is
predicted during the cofferdam construction at properties on Lindley Avenue

and Fernwood Croft, and these works may also result in additional vibration
impacts. However, these impacts will be temporary in duration and, with
mitigation, the extent of impact can be reduced significantly.
Landscape and Visual Impacts
In terms of temporary landscape and visual impacts resultig from the

movement of construction machery/ material stockpiles, demolition works

and site compounds etc, there wil be a slightly greater amount of constrction
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activity in the landscape but at approxiately the same locations as
considered in ES. For much of the route, therefore, there wil be only a slight
4

difference between the impacts associated with construction of the Level

2 scheme.

light rail scheme when compared to those associated with tlie Level

4

However, in a number of locations the Level

light rail scheme requies total
2

reconstruction of bridges that did not necessitate major works in the Level

light rail scheme. The potential impacts resultig from these works are
sumrised below.
. Residents on Eagle Lane and recreational users of the towpath along the

Walsall Canal wi experience slightly greater negative visual impacts
2 alignent as the bridge over the

during construction than with the Level

canal wil need to be completely rebuilt.
. Residents of Coneygre Road will experience greater negative visual

2 alignment as the road

impacts during construction than with the Level

bridge over the alignent will need to be completely rebuilt.

. Residents on Lindley Avenue and recreational users of the towpath along

the Wolverhampton Canal wi experience slightly greater negative visual
impacts during construction than with the Level 2 alignent as the bridge

over tlie canal wil need to be completely rebuilt.

. Residents of Birmigham New Road wil experience greater negative
visual impacts during construction than with theLevel2aligneritas the
bridge over the railway will need to be completely rebuit.
These impacts can be fuly mitigated though the implementation of
mitigation measures described in Section 7.6.4, which are included in the
CoCP. As a result, no additional impacts are expected and no additional
mitigation wil be necessary.

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage

Where additional construction works are required, or where construction
works may take longer to complete than was assumed for the purose of the
ES, th has the potential to give rise to additional short term impacts on the
settg of listed buidings and conservation areas during construction works.

Measures to mitigate these impacts are described in Section 7.6.4 of the ES.

With the implementation of tliese measures no additional residual impacts on
archaeology or cultual heritage resources are expected to occur as a result of
the Level

4 scheme. Consequently, no additional mitigation wil be requied.

Ecology and Nature Conservation

Additional works associated with new retaing walls and the reconstruction
of bridges wil result in a longer and increased level of distubance to widlife,
including that from noise, dust, lightig and hum presence during the
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construction period. The requied widening works and works to bridges and
other structures, listed in Tables 2.3 and 2.4, are, in most cases, not expected to
give rise to impacts on ecology and natue conservation which are
signicantly greater th those predicted to occur in the ES. However, there is

tlie potential for additional effects to occur in the followig locations:
. Walsall Canal underbridge reconstruction;

. Coneygre Road underbridge reconstruction; and

. Birmingham Canal underbridge reconstruction.

The works involved in the reconstruction of Walsall Canal and Coneygre
Road underbridge are with the same footprint as already assessed in the ES
2 scheme. However, they wil both take considerably longer to
for the Level
construct under the Level

4 proposals.

Reconstruction of the Birmigham Canal underbridge wi require the use of a
cofferdam during construction of the bridge and a section of the canal wil be
drained. As described above in Section 2.4.1, additional protected species
'check' sureys (particularly water vole) wil be undertaken immediately prior

to construction to identify burrows that may be affected during the works.
Construction wil take approximately six month as opposed to one month.
The mitigation measures described in Section 6.8.8 the ES wil be adhered to in

order that the ditubance is kept to the mium necessary for the safe
completion of the works and the nature conservation interests of th area are
protected. Consequently, no additional impacts are expected and no
additional mitigation wi be necessary.

Water Resources

The ES for the proposed scheme identified the followig potential short-term

and construction impacts on water resources:
. diect discharges to ground and surface waters from run-off during the

construction phase, possibly containg increased loads of suspended
solids and/or contaants;
. accidental spilage or leakage resultig from the storage of potentially

pollutig substaces during construction, affectig groundwater and

surface waters;
. physical damage to watercourse ban resulting from crossings;
. impacts on land drainage; and

. the direct loss, distubance or other effects on aquatic habitats and the

species that they support.

The Level 4 design has identied the need for additional works to bridge
structues as described in Table 2.4 above. In most cases, through the
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implementation of mitigation measures outlied in Section 7.9.6 of the ES, no
additional residual impacts on water resources are expected to occur and no
additional mitigation wil be necessary. However, as described in Table 2.3 as
part of works to the BirIIgham Canal widerbridge, a cofferdam wil be
required. This has the potential to result in an increase in suspended solids
and damage to the canal structure. Although the mitigation described in
Section 7.9.6 of the ES wil be implemented to ensure that impacts are

minsed, additional mitigation wi be necessary, as described below.
. All surface water discharges during construction wil pass though

sediment traps in order to reduce suspended solids prior to discharge.

. Material dredged from the canal wil tested to determine whether it is
contaminated and disposed of at an appropriately licensed site.
In addition, mitigation measures described in the Code of Practice (1) prepared
by British Waterways Board, which sets out protective measures that should
be implemented when carrying out works affectig watercourses under their
control, wi be taken into account.

With the implementation of the mitigation measures, no additional impacts
are expected to occur.

2.5

SUMARY AN CONCLUSIONS

The environmental effects of the potential realignent of the light rail scheme
to the Level 4 alignent have been compared to those reported in the ES.
Where additional impacts have been identied, appropriate additional

mitigation is proposed. A sumary of the additional impacts that are
expected to occur is provided in Table 2.10. Where additional mitigation is
proposed, any residual impacts are described. With the exception of long

term residual impacts on visual resources and short term residual impacts on
water resources during construction, none of these would give rise to impacts
of greater significance than those reported in the ES.

Table 2.10

Summary of Additional Impacts
Environmental
Issue

Sumar of Additional Impacts

Long-ter and Permanent Effects
4

Noise and Vibration The changes in operational noise effects associated with the Level

alignment have been assessed for all the sensitive receptor locations
assessed for the Level

2 scheme. The classification of noise impacts at

receptors is unchanged, except at two locations. Appropriate mitigation
could be undertaken. The operation of the scheme is not expected to
result in additional vibration impacts.

(1) British Waterways (2002) Code of Practice for

Works Affecting Bntish Waterways (revised March

2003).
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Environmental
Issue

Summary of Additional Impacts

Ladscape and

Since the proposed light rail scheme wil remain within the railway
landscape impacts are expected to occur as a
corridor, no additional

Visual

resul t of the difference between the Level 2 and Level

4 light rail

alignments.

4 scheme wil result in the removal of
additional existig vegetation and reduce the opportuities for replanting and screening works. This wil result in additional visual
Works to accommodate the Level

impacts at

properties on Eagle Lae, Bramah Way, Heath Close,

Dovecote Close, Park Lae East, Siith Place, Jays Avenue, Tudor Court,
Harrowby Drive, Sedgley Road East, Mayfair Gardens, Binield Street
and Fernwood Croft in the absence of iitigation.

Where additional impacts are expected, all opportuities to provide
replacement plantig to screen the proposed alignent from these
properties wil be explored. Where this is not possible, opportunities to
provide fencing wil be considered where it is practicable to do so, in
consultation with Sandwell MBC and Dudley MBC Where fencing is
used instead of replacement planting (as described in the ES) this wil
result in impacts that are slightly worse than those described in the ES.
Where no mitigation is provided this wil result in moderate to

substantial visual impacts in the locations described above, which are
worse than those reported in the ES.
Archaeology and

Cultural Heritage

The EIA for the proposed Level 2 light rail scheme considered the
potential for in situ archaeological deposits to be encountered within a
100 m corridor centred on the alignent. Since no additional widening
expected
works wil take placeol1tside this corridor,these works are not
to give rise to additional impacts.

worse than those described in the ES are
expected as a result of bridge works at Walsall Canal underbridge,
Coneygre Road underbridge, Birmgham Canal underbridge and
Parkhead Viaduct. However, provided that iitigation measures
described in the ES are implemented, no additional residual impacts are
expected to occur as a result of works to bridge structures.
Impacts that are slightly

Ecology and Nature

Conservation

Overall, no additional ecological impacts are expected to occur, and
hence, no additional mitigation wil be necessary. However, the use of
walls wil slightly reduce the opportuties for
gabions and retaining
mitigation in the form of replacement plantig.

Short-term and Construction Effects

and
localised, resultig primarily from changes in earthworks and bridge
structures. In certain locations additional bridge works wil require
extended construction periods and/ or traffic diversions, but with the
implementation of the mitigation measures described in the ES and in
the CoCP, no additional impacts are expected.

Traffic Changes in traffic effects during construction wil be temporary

Noise and Vibration With the implementation of iitigation described in the ES and in the
from the general construction
CoCP, changes in noise effects resultig
works are considered to be negligible.
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Environmental
Issue

Summar of Additional Impacts
Additional widening works required for the Level

4 alignent may

extend the duration of noisy works at properties on Carnegie Avenue,
Peel Street and Birmingham New Road. The implementation of noise
mitigation described in the ES and in the CoCP wil substantially reduce
these impacts.
potentially give rise to
The additional structural works wil only
noticeable changes in effects at Peel Street and at Lindley
where negative effects could occur. However,
Avenue/Fernwood Croft
with the implementation of the mitigation described in the ES and CoCPi
the residual impacts wil negligible.

Proposed cofferdam works wil potentially increase noise impacts at
Lindley Avenue/Fernwood Croft if untigated. Residual noise impacts
with the ES and CoCP iitigation measures in place wilt however, be

slight. These works wil also result in temporary, additional residual
vibration impacts.

Ladscape and

Visual

During construction of the schemei changes to the light rail alignment
within the railway corridor are not expected to result in additional
works and bridge
landscape impacts. Howeveri additional widening
works are expected to give rise to additional visual impacts. With the
implementation of iitigation measures outlined in the ES and the CoCPi
no additional residual impacts are expected and no additional iitigation

is required.

Archaeology and

Cultural Heritage
Ecology and Nature

Conservation

With the implementation of iitigation described in the ES, no additional
residual impacts are expected to occur.
Generallyi there wil be not greater ecological impacts effects as a result
4 scheme. Locallyi there wil be additional effects resulting
of the Level
from the proposed underbridge works at Walsall Canat Coneygre Road
and BirIIgham Canat involving some additional

loss of vegetation and

habitats together with increased periods of disturbance. With the
implementation of the iitigation measures the likely effects are unlikely
to be significantly greater than those predicted for the Level

2

construction works.
Water Resources

Generallyi through the implementation of iitigation measures described
in the ES and the CoCP no additional impacts on water resources are
expected to occur. However, the use of a cofferdam as part of works to

the Birmngham Canal underbridge has the potential to result in an
increase in suspended solids and damage to the canal structure.

Consequently, additional iitigation measures are proposed and with the
implementation of this iitigation, no additional residual impacts are
expected to occur.
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3

ENVRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF PRACTICABLE CHANGES TO THE
PROPOSED LIGHT RAIL ALIGNMENT

3.1

INTRODUCTION

As described above in Section 1.2, the Order application for the proposed
scheme was accompaned by the Works Plans and Sections that show,

amongst other things, the centre line of tll.e route alignent, the limits of
deviation for the proposed extension scheme and the land to be acquired or
used (including temporary use during construction). The limits of deviation

describe a corridor with which land (or sub-soil) can be used, in order to
provide the Concessionaire with an appropriate level of flexibilty in
developing the detailed design of the scheme. The limits allow for ths
flexibilty both horizontally and vertically.
The horizontal

lits of deviation form a narrow corridor, for the most part

around 30 to 40 m in width. However, wider liits are provided at Gold's

Hi in order to accommodate a pedestrian access to Shaw Street, and at the
leisure centre,
in order to allow sufficient flexibilty to accommodate development proposals
former

Dudley Freightliner development site and Brierley Hi

in these areas. The vertical

lits of deviation would in theory allow the

alignent of the scheme to be higher by up to 3 m, while downward variation

is not restricted.
The lits of deviation can be seen in the Works Plans and Sections.

The assessment in the ES was undertaken for the route alignent shown on
the plans accompanying the Order application. However, the TW Order
powers which Centro are seekig could! in theory! enable the lie of the
proposed extension scheme to be constructed more broadly with the limits

of deviation and not necessarily along the alignent shown in the ES and

accompanying plans. The principal purpose of th section of the report,
therefore, is to confim that the environmental assessment work takes into
account fully all the potential impacts of the scheme, not only of the alignent
assessed in the ES, but also any mior variations which could feasibly be
accommodated with the limits of deviation (due, for example, to the need to
avoid any unoreseen obstructions).

The maximum practicable changes to the proposed light rail alignent that
are feasible, in engieering terms, within the liits of deviation are described
below in Section 3.3 and ilustrated in Drawig Numbers RLY42276A/900/601
to RL Y 42276A/900 /620 in Appendix A. The potential for additional

environmental effects to occur as a result, is considered in Section 3.4.
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3.2

SCOPE OF THE ASSESSMET

The following issues have been considered as part of this assessment:
. impacts on traffic and transport during construction works¡

. noise and vibration effects, both during construction and operation of the

proposed scheme¡

. landscape and visual impacts during construction and operation of the

scheme¡
. impacts on ecology and natue conservation during the construction and
operation of the scheme¡

. impacts on archaeology / cultural heritage during construction¡ and

. impacts on water resources during constrction of the scheme.

A number of issues which were considered as part of the EIA have been
scoped out of ths assessment, as described below in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1

Maximum Practicable Changes to the Light Rail Alignment within the Limits
of Deviation - Rationale for Scoped Out Issues
Environmental Issue
Socio-economic Effects

Rationale
Changes to the light rail alignent within the railway
corridor are not expected to give rise to socio-economic effects

which are different from those described in the ES, during
construction and operation of the scheme.

Traffic

Changes to the light rail alignment within the railway
corridor are not expected to give rise to traffic and transport

effects which are significantly different from those described
in the ES, during the operation of the scheme. However, there
is the potential for traffc impacts to occur on street-runing

sections durig the operation of the scheme. Short-term and
constrction effects are also considered in Section 5.4.2.
Dust

Where the light rail alignent and therefore construction
works are moved closer to properties which front onto the
route there is the potential for dust impacts to occur.
Additional works associated with the constrction of

retaining structures and bridges may also give to dust.

However, a range of dust control measures has been
developed to ensure that dust impacts are miimised. These
wil be delivered through the implementation of the CoCP.

As a result the dust impacts resulting from chages to the
alignent are not expected to be signifcantly

worse than

those reported in the ES.
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Environmental Issue
Air Quality and Climate
Change

Water Resources

Rationale
Changes to the light rail alignent within the railway
corridor are not expected to give rise to changes in traffic
flows that are significant in terms of local air quality and
climate change.

Changes to the light rail alignment within the railway
corridor are not expected to give rise to additional impacts on
water resources during the operation of the scheme. Impacts
arising from construction works are considered below in
Section 4.4.2.

Non-hazrdous Waste

As a result of changes to the light rail alignment within the
works and works to

limits of deviation additional widening

bridge structures wil be required which have the potential to
give rise to additional non-hazardous wastes. However, as
described in Section 7.11.4 of the ES, a draft CoCP has been

developed for the scheme which places an obligation on the
Concessionaire to develop a Waste Management Plan to
identify opportunities and/ or reuse of waste wherever
possible. Consequently, providing appropriate iitigation

measures are iiplemented through this mechanism no
additional iipacts are expected.

Changes to the light rail alignent within the raiway
corridor are not expected to give rise to additional waste
during the operation of the scheme.

Contaated Lad

The potential for containated land to be encountered during
construction works was considered for a 400 m wide corridor
centred on the proposed alignent. Consequently, a deskbased assessment of all

land within the limts of deviation has

been undertaen as part of the EIA

3.3

MAMU PRACTICABLE CHAGES TO THE ALIGNMENT

3.3.1

Horizontal Changes
2

The maxum practicable horizontal changes to the Level

light rail

alignent that are feasible, in engineering terms, with the lits of deviation

are ilustrated in Drawig Numbers RLY42276A/900/601 to
RLY42276A/900/620. The degree to which it is possible to deviate the light
rail alignent has been assessed by Centro's consulting engineers, Parsons

Brinckerhoff. Ths engieering assessment has proceeded on the following

assumptions.

. Where there are no physical constraints and it is unely that there are
signcant environmental constraints, the alignent has been allowed to
deviate up to the lits of deviation.

. Where there are signcant physical constraints (eg structues or cut or fil

requiements) or the alignent is already close to sensitive receptors, a
maxum realignent has been assessed. Ths may be well within the
theoretical

lit of deviation.
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The maxum practicable horizontal changes to the alignent have been
described for the purpose of EIA. In practice, very wide deviations from the
alignment ilustrated in the TW Order and assessed in the ES wil not
generally be adopted because they would result in:
. more costly construction and increased construction time, resultig from

additional retaining structures and extended bridge structures;
. slower speeds and a reduced journey tie in order to accommodate
additional curves in the alignent, resultig in potentially reduced levels

of patronage; and
. a less comfortable ride for passengers.

The maxum practicable alignent is being assessed because, at one or two
locations, unoreseen hazards may result in the need to deviate substantially.

It should be noted tliat since a light rail design based upon the changes
described in Drawig Numbers RLY42276A/900/601 to RLY42276A/900/620

has not yet been designed fuy, the exact detail of the works required to build
such a scheme is not known. However, for the purpose of ths report it has
been assumed that substantial additional retaing structues such as piled

retaing walls and additional bridge works would be necessary.

3.3.2

Vertical Changes

As described above there is the potential for vertical deviations from the
works sectons shown on the TW Order plans, to a maxum of 3 m upwards,
although downward variations are theoretically not restricted. Although,

mior variations (1) in the vertical alignment may become necessary during
construction works, signficant deviations are in reality restricted by the
practicality of carryig out the works required to amend the existig heavy
rail or road profiles, as described below.
For street-rung sections of the route, the potential to vary the alignent

vertically is restricted by the need to amend the existig highway profie, in
particular due to:
. the costs associated with works to thesholds requied to maintain access

to frontage properties, which would render the scheme economically
unviable; and

. the requiement to tie the amended levels into streets which cross the
proposed alignent within the horizontallirts of deviation described on

the Works Plan and Sections.

(1) For the purpose of tils report a change of less than + / - 1 m has been considered as a minor variation to the vertical
aiignment.
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In addition, approval from the relevant highway authority would also be
requied to change the existing highway profile.

For sections of the alignment within the railway corridor, the potential to vary
the alignent is constrained due to the requirement not to prejudice sharing
of the corridor with heavy rail freight. Gradients in excess of 1 % are

undesirable for heavy freight trains and if gradients steeper than these are
used, the tye of rollig stock and size of load hauled would be restricted. For

this reason, in most cases changes to the existig profile would requie grade
separation between the light and heavy rail schemes. This could only be

achieved though installation of signficant retaing structures resultig in
significant additional cost. Greater changes in gradient could be
accommodated by light rail vehicles (up a maximum of around 6 to 8%
depending on tlie vehicle used), but ths would also increase the wear and tear
on the vehicles and requie additional power.
The vertical alignent is also constrained by the numerous structures along

the route. Clearances to the majority of overbridges wi prevent raising the
vertical alignent of the track. In the case of underbridges, signicant
modification or complete re-buiding would be requied to signicantly

modify the vertical alignent.
It might be beneficial to increase the height of the existig profie at stops

where these are located in cuttgs, to negate the need for stair/ramp/lif

is restricted by the height of the adjacent

access. However, in all cases, ths

bridge structures.
Consequently, the potential for impacts to occur as a result of changes to the
vertical profile of the light rail design shown in the TW Order plans has not
been considered futher as part of ths report.

3.4 POTENTIAL ENVRONMENTAL EFFECTS
3.4.1 Long-term and Permanent Impacts

Traffc Impacts
As described in Table 3.1, changes to the alignent with the rail corridor are

not expected to result in additional traffic impacts during the operation of
Midland Metro. However, theoretical changes to the alignent on street-

rung sections such as those on Castle Hi, Birmigham Street, Kig Street
and Flood Street in Dudley could result in changes to impacts on traffic when
compared to the Level 2

light rail design shown on the TW Order plan.

However, ths is not expected to result in changes in traffic flows, and hence
would not give rise to any signficant change in envionmental impacts from
those assessed in the ES.
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Noise and Vibration Impacts

The potential for additional noise impacts to occur as a result of the maximum
practicable changes to the light rail aligmnent within the limits of deviation is
considered in Table 3.2. Wherever possible, the noise sensitive receptors
referred to in the ES have been used. In Table 3.2, where it is possible to move
the alignent in either direction (eg receptors 10 to 15) noise levels are

presented for both scenarios, with the worst case noise level shown first (ie

where the alignment is moved closer to receptors). Where the alignent
moves away from the receptor the figues are presented in parentheses.
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Table 3.2

Chainage (a)

Approximate

Heath Close

Church

11

12

Tudor

17

Birmigham New Road

Peel Street (far house)
Biiifield Street
Binfield Street / Mayfair Gardens
Boscobel Avenue
Fernwood Croft
Lindley Avenue

Harrowby Drive / Carnegie
Avenue
Peel Street I Victoria Road

Court

Avenue

10000
10600

Waterfront Development

45
46

Brier School

8450
8950

Buxton Road / Kent Place
Cochrane Road

5700
5720
5950

3800
3850
3900
4010
4050
4200
4500
4700

1900
2000
2400
2770
2960
3000
3150
3100
3200
3500
3600
3700

41
43

33

32

Castle Hil
Dudley Central Mosque
34 Bourne Street

24
27
28

23

21
22

19
20

18

Jays

Keeling St / Dairy Close
Station Street / Smith Place

13
14
15
16

Park Lae East

Lane

Dovecote Close

Eagle Lane (near tram stop)
Bramah Way / St Helens Drive

7

9
10

Eagle Lae

6

Existing Rail Corridor - Wednesbury to Tipton Road

Noise Sensitive Receptor

-130

-7.0

+2.5
-18.5

-1.0
-1.0
-10.5

0.0
- 2.0

-3.0

- 5.0
- 4.0
- 4.0

-3.5

- 3.5

- 3.0

0.2
- 0.3

1.9
0.9

- 0.2
5.4

0.3
0.5
1.5

0.6
0.3
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.0
0.6

1.

-1.0

0.5 (- 0.4)

-1.0
+3.0
+3.0

0.3 (- 0.7)

0.2 (- 0.3)
0.5 (- 0.3)

- 0.2

0.6 (- 0.8)

2.0

2.1

- 2.0 (+2.0)

-1.0 (+3.0)

- 2.5 (+ 1.5)

-1.5 (+ 2.5)

+ 1

- 5.9
- 5.9
- 2.5 (+ 3.5)

59.7
43.5

42.8
54.6

52.6
54.2
49.8

48.8
43.4
48.1
42.6
45.4
47.8
50.2
47.9

42.2
46.8
52.2
54.2

44.2 (43.3)

44.0 (43.1)

42.2 (41.6)
45.1 (44.4)

43.3

46.7 (45.3)

47.7
46.0

LAeq 8m (dB)

(dB)

(m)(b)

Predicted Noise

Level

in

Noise Level

Approximate
Realignment
Change

Slight
None

None
Moderate

None
None

Slight

Slight
None
Slight
None
None
Slight
Moderate
Slight

Slight
Substantial
Substantial

Slight

None
Slight
None
None
None
None
None
None

None

Moderate (e)

None
Substantial

Slight (d)

Slight (e)

Slight

Moderate
None
Moderate
None
Slight
Slight
Moderate
Slight

Slight
None
None
None
Slight
Substantial
Substantial

Slight
None
None

Slight

Slight

Significance in ES Signicance with
Realignment

Predicted Changes in Operational Light Rail Noise due to Maximum Practicable Changes to the Alignment

Chainage (a)

Approximate

2

light rail chainage.

-1.3
-1.0

(m)(b)

Approximate
Realigiuiient

in

0.2
0.2

Noise Level
(dB)

Change

LAeq8hr(dB)

Predicted Noise
Level

Not

in ES

Slight

Slight

Slight (f)

Sigiuficance in ES Sigiuficance with
Realigiuiient

(f) Daytime receptor only, no change in significance.

(e) Daytime receptor only, change in noise levels changes significance of impact.

(d) Impact controlled by high baseline noise levels.

(c) Daytime receptor only. i

(b) A negative realignent represents a shift of track closer to receptors; a positive realignent indicates the track is further away from receptors.

(alBased on the Level

Hearing Clinic 11000

47 Buddhist Temple 10860

Noise Sensitive Receptor

In the worst case, if the alignment was to be moved to the nearest point to
receptors, as described in Table 3.2, additional noise impacts could occur at
nine of the representative noise sensitive receptors identified in the ES, in the
absence of additional mitigation:
. predicted noise impacts could be increased from the 'none' category to

slight at residential dwellings adjacent to the stop on Eagle Lane, in
Church Street, in Boscobel Avenue and in Bourne Street¡

. the Dudley Central Mosque (selected as a receptor representative of other
noise sensitive properties on Castle Hi) could also experience a slight
noise impact where previously no impacts were expected¡

. predicted noise impacts could be increased from the slight category to

moderate at residential dwellgs on Peel Street/Victoria Road and
Binfield Street and at the office development on Waterfront Way¡ and
. predicted noise impacts could be increased from the moderate category to

substatial at residential properties in Cochane Road.

The use of noise barriers to mitigate operational noise impacts is discussed in
Section 6.4.10 of the ES. Where signicant noise impacts are expected to occur,

opportuties to use noise barriers wil be explored as a mean of mitigatig
these impacts in accordance with the Midland Metro Extensions Noise and
Vibration Policy. However, barriers may not be appropriate in all
locations
and the final decision ás to where to erect barriers wil be agreed with the local

plang authority. Where noise barriers are considered to be appropriate, it
is anticipated that any additional impacts wil be mitigated.
For street-rung sections of the alignent, for instance on Waterfront Way,

the use of noise barriers is not a practicable mean of noise mitigation due to
the severance caused to pedestrians and cyclists. Consequently, additional

noise impacts in ths area would remain untigated.
As described in Section 6.4.3 of the ES, ground vibration may be perceptible at

properties located within approxiately 20 m of the track. However, ground
vibration from tram operations is not expected to exceed the daytime
assessment criterion (below which the probabilty of adverse comment is low)
except where properties are located with 1 to 3 m from ballasted track or
around 4 m from street-rung section of track (see Section 6.4.3 of the ES).
Where it is possible to realign the proposed scheme so that the tracks are
vibration from the operation of the scheme
located witl1i these distances,
may lead to vibration impacts if unitigated. Vibration impacts can be
mitigated though the use of a resilent track form. There is the potential for
vibration impacts in the followig areas:
. commercial properties on the western side of Flood Street¡
. residential properties on 1 and 3 Boure Street¡ and
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. Gala bingo hall on the northern side of Castle Hil.

As described in Section 6.4.10 in the ES, this assessment has assumed that a

high quality resilient track-mountig system is used for street-running
sections of the scheme and standard ballasted track in the rail corridor. On
these street-runing sections additional resilence wil be provided by the

track where necessary, to ensure that no additional vibration impacts occur.
Landscape and Visual Impacts

2 light rail alignent occur
with the railway corridor, the scheme wi be confined to the same general
location and as a result, no additional impacts on tlie wider landscape are
Since the potential changes to the proposed Level

expected to occur.
Changes to the alignent with the Castle Hi Conservation Area wil not

result in harm to the character and appearance of the conservation area.

Where it is necessary to widen the railway corridor futher than assumed for
the purpose of the ES, ths may result in the loss of additional existig
vegetation that serves to screen visual receptors such as dwelligs from the
railway corridor. Furthermore, where vegetated cuttgs and embankments

less opportuty for

are replaced with concrete retaining strctues,

replacement plantig exits. In such cases, there is the potential for additional
permanent landscape and visua impacts to occur. Additional impacts are
maximum practicable
expected in the followig areas as a result of the

changes to the alignent.

. At Ocker Hi ponds (light rail chainage 400 - 600) in relation to
recreational users in ths area.

. At the Gold's H:ll tram stop (light rail chainage 900) in relation to

recreational users of the Tame Valley Canal towpath.
. Residential properties on Eagle Lane (light rail chainage 1800 - 2050).

. Residential properties on Bramah Way (light rail chainage 2100 - 2400).

. Residential properties on Carnegie Avenue and Harrowby Drive (light rail
chainage 3400 - 3700).
. Residential properties and a Mosque on Bineld Street and residential

properties on Mayfair Avenue (light rail chainage 3800 to 4000).
. Residential properties on the western side of Birmigham New Road (light
rail chainage 4750 - 4800).
. Residential properties at Fernwood Croft (light rail chainage 4100 to 420).
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. Residential properties on Bourne Street (light rail chainage 5950)

. Residential properties on Cochrane Road (light rail chainage 8817 - 9050).

As described in Section 6.6.7 and 6.6.8 of the ES, Centro is proposing lie-side
management of vegetation and replacement planting with specific
landscaping schemes at tram stops, in order to screen views of the railway
corridor. Where additional impacts are expected to occur, opportuties to

provide replacement planting to screen the proposed alignent wil be
explored. However, where ths is not possible, opportunties to use fencing to
screen views of the proposed alignent wil be considered, where it is
practicable to do so, in consultation with Sandwell MBC and Dudley MBC.

Whst such fencing would serve to screen views of the scheme, it is
considered to be a less preferable form of mitigation than replacement
plantig. Consequently, the visual impacts associated with the maxium
practicable alignment are expected to be slightly worse than would otherwise
occur based on the Level

2 alignent.

Where no mitigation is provided (ie in the form of plantig or fencing) this
will result in impacts that are worse than those reported in the ES.

For street-runing sections of the scheme, where it is possible to realgn the
track so that it is located in closer proximity to visual receptors, this may make
the scheme inastructure and vehicles more visually intrusive. Ths is the

case on Waterfront Way, where it would be possible to move the alignent up
to 26 il closer to the Brewer's-Wharf public house and on Cottage Street,
where it would be feasible to move the alignent by a maxium of 12 m
towards the hearing cliic. However, as described in Table 6.28 of the ES, the
users of such facilties are considered to be of low sensitivity to visual :ipacts.

In some areas where the alignent could shi futher away from residential

properties, these would experience a slight improvement in visual impacts.
Ths includes properties on Jays Avenue and Tudor Court.
Archaeology and Cultural Heritage

As described in Section 2.4.2 the construction of the scheme has the potential to

result in a range of permanent :ipacts on archaeological and cultual heritage
resources. For the purose of the EIA the potential for in situ archaeological
deposits to be encountered was considered for a 100 m corridor centred on the

proposed alignent. Since the potential changes are located with th
corridor, no additional impacts are expected to occur. However, there is the
potential for additional impacts to occur where additional works to bridge
structues are requied. Section 6.6.4 of the ES and Table 2.7 in ths report

describes a range of measures to mitigate permanent impacts on archaeology

and cultual heritage. Assumg that these measures are fuy implemented,
no additional impacts are expected to occur as a result of the maxium
practicable changes. Consequently, no additional mitigation measures are

requied.
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Ecology and Nature Conservation

The ES identiied the potential for impacts on ecology and natue conservation
to occur as a result of the permanent loss of land resultig in impacts to locally
designated habitats and to protected species including water vole, bats,
badger and kingfisher. Consequently, there is the potential for additional
impacts to occur where changes to the light rail alignent require additional
land take (within the lits of deviation), particularly if ths involves the loss

of habitats of nature conservation interest or where protected species are
known to occur.

There is the potential for the alignent to move around 5 m closer to the
Ocker H:l balancing ponds, which is a Site of Local Importance for Natue

Conservation (SLINC). However, th is not expected to result in additional
impacts on ecology and natue conservation.

The remainder of the route comprises coarse grassland, scrub, tall ruderals

and regeneratig woodland. Although most of these habitat tyes are
common in the area, the settg of the railway corridor within an urban
environment increases its natue conservation value. Generally, any shi of
the alignent from that originally assessed is likely to result in additional

widening works and therefore habitat loss. In addition, if vegetated cuttings
and embanents are replaced with concrete retaining structues there wil be

fewer opportuties for replacement plantig. On the whole, separation of the
if the light rail alignent requies
extensive vegetation removal, is undesirable. Ths would result in additional

heavy

and light rail tracks, particularly

conservation.

long-term impacts on ecology and natue

The general mitigation measures described in Section 6.8.8 of the ES and
sumarised in Section 2.4.1 of ths report wil be implemented to ensure that

impacts on ecology and natue conservation are miimsed.
3.4.2

Short-term and Construction Impacts
Trafc Impacts

As described above in Section 2.4.2, the ES for the scheme reported tht
relatively low levels of construction traffic are expected to occur during
construction works, but that some residual disruption wil occur as a result of
temporary lane and road closures / diversions and temporary canal and
2 alignent have the

towpath closures/ diversions. Changes to the Level

potential to give rise to the followig:
. additional HGV movements associated with the removal of spoil resultig

from additional widenig works;
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. additional HGV movements resultig from the construction of more

substantial retaining structues required to support the additional
widening¡ and
. delays to the construction programme assumed for the purose of the ES
resultig in lane/ road/ canal! towpath closures and diversions for longer

periods and the generation of construction traffic over longer periods.

A range of mitigation measures has been developed as described in Section
7.3.6 of the ES to ensure that impacts on traffic and transport during

construction works are mimised. These wi be implemented through the
CoCP for the scheme. With the implementation of tliese measures, no
additional impacts are expected to occur, although the impacts on road and
canl users, described in Section 7.3.3 of the ES, may occur for longer periods.

Noise and Vibration Impacts

There is the potential for additional noise impacts to occur as a result of the
light rail alignment due to the followig:
theoretical changes to the Level 2

. the requiement for additional structures, including piled retaing walls
where it is necessary to widen the existig corridor, resultig in noisier

construction works and/ or works which occur for longer periods¡
. additional works to widen and strengten bridges resultig in noisier

construction works. and/ or works which occur for longer periods¡ and

. where the alignent is moved closer to noise sensitive receptors,
construction works wi also take place in closer proximity to these
receptors.
The potential for additional impacts to occur is considered below in Table 3.3.
As described in Section 2.4.2 the constrction noise predictions described in

Section 7.4.3 of the ES carry a degree of approximation since it is not possible
to identi the exact location of plant during construction works. Appropriate

assumptions have been made. Changes to the alignent of less than around
10 m are not expected to give rise to signcant additional impacts, except
where new retaing structures are requied.
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Table 3.3

Potential Noise and Vibration Impacts Resulting from the Maximum
Practicable Changes to the Alignment

Chainage (1) Receptors Potential for Additional Impacts
Existing Rail Corridor - Wednesbuiy to Tipton Road
1800 - 2100 Residential dwellings and The alignent could be moved up to 5.9 m closer

other noise sensitive uses to receptors in this area. This is not expected to
west of the alignment on give rise to additional noise and vibration impacts!

Eagle lae. unless it is necessary to construct additional
retaining structures.
2100- 2700

The alignent could be moved up to 2.5 m closer
west on Bramah Way and St to receptors or3 m further away, in this area. This
is not expected to give rise to additional noise and
Helen's Avenue.
vibration impacts! unless it is necessary to
construct additional retaining structures.

2700-3000

Residential dwellings to the The alignent could be moved up to 5 m away
east on Dovecote Close and from properties in this area. This is not expected
Heath Close. The area to the to give rise to additional noise and vibration
impacts.
east is industral.

3000-3300

Residential dwellings to the
west on Station Street! Dairy
Close and Keeling Street,
and to the east on Park lae
East.

3300-3800

Residential dwellings to the

Residential dwellings to the

The alignent could be moved up to 2 m to the
east or west in this area. This is not expected to

give rise to additional impacts. However, where it
is necessary to construct additional retaining
structures this may result in additional impacts.

The alignent could be moved up to 3 m to the

north. This is not expected to give rise to
north on Caregie Avenue
and Harrowby Drive, and to additional noise and vibration impacts! except
where additional retaining structures are required.
the south on Jays Avenue
and Tudor Court.

3800-4000

Residential dwellings and
other noise sensitive uses to

The alignment could be moved up to 5 m to the
north or south. This is not expected to result in

the north on Binfield Street

additional impacts.

and Mayfair Gardens, and to
the south on Sedgley Road

East.

4000-4700

Residential dwellings to the The alignment could be moved up to 7 m closer to
New Road,
residential properties on Birmigham
north-west on Fernwood
Croft, Lindley Avenue and up to 5 m away from receptors on Lindley Avenue
Birmingham New Road. A and 2 m towards or away from properties on
Fernwood Croft. This is not expected to give rise
sports ground is located to
to additional impacts expect where retaining
the south-east of the
structures
are required.
alignent.
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Chainage (1)

4700 - 5200

Receptors
Industrial properties to the
north west, industrial and

Potential for Additional Impacts
The alignent could be moved between 7 m and

21 m to the north-west or 1 m to the south-east.
However, since no noise sensitive uses are located
in this area, no additional impacts are expected to
occur. If the works moved further from the leisure
Road Development Area
facilties
on Castlegate Way, there is the potential
(Dudley Guest Hospital site)
is located to the north-west. for reduced impacts here.
leisure uses to the southeast. The proposed Tipton

Dudley Town Centre - Tipton Road to Blowers Green Road

5200 - 5600 The Castle Gate The alignent could be moved up to 28 m to the
development is located to west. There is the potential for additional impacts
the east, with Dudley Zoo to occur at Dudley Zoo and at the former

and the former Dudley Freightliner site if this is in use during the
Freightliner Depot construction of the Midland Metro scheme.

development site to the
west.

5600-5900

This area is mainly
commercial in nature, but

There is the potential for the alignment to be
moved up to around 1 m to the south and 10m to

noise sensitive receptors
include the Station Hotel

expected to give rise to additional impacts.

the north in this area. However, this is not

and a Mosque to the south

of Castle Hil and Dudley
Zoo to the north.

5900-6300

Residential properties are

located on Bourne Street.
The remainder of properties

in this area are commercial

6300 - 6650

There is the potential for the alignment to be
moved to the west or to the east in this area. To
the west, the alignent could be moved up to
around 15 m closer to commercial properties,

or retaiL.

givin rise to additional impacts. To the east, the
alignent could be moved up to 11 m closer to
residential properties, but this is not expected to
give rise to additional impacts.

Commercial properties are
located to the west of the

There is the potential for the alignment to be
moved to the west or to the east in this area. To
the west, the alignent could be moved between 7

alignent on Flood Street,

with car-parking to the east. and 8 m closer to commercial properties. This is
not expected to give rise to additional impacts. No
noise sensitive receptors are located to the east of
the alignent although movements in this
direction could give rise to reduced impacts at
properties to the west.

6650-7600

This area is mainly
commercial and industrial in
nature, but with some
residential receptors to the
north-west on New Road
and to the south-east on
Boss Drive. However, these

There is the potential for the alignment to be
moved to the north-west or to the south-east in
this area. To the north-west, the alignent could
be moved between 5 and 26 m. This is not
expected to give rise to additional impacts at the
dwellngs on New Road. To the south-east, the

properties are not located

This is not expected to give rise to additional noise

adjacent to the scheme.

impacts.

alignent could be moved between 2 and 8 m.

Existing Rail Corridor - Blowers Gree Road to Pensnett Canal
7600 - 8150 Industrial units are located No additional impacts are expected.

on both sides of the
alignment.
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Chainage (1)
8150- 8550

Potential for Additional Impacts

Receptors
Residential dwellings are

The alignent could be moved by up to 1 min

located to the north-west on

either direction. This is not expected to result in

Kent Place and Buxton
Road. The areas to the

additional noise and vibration impacts.

south-east is industriaL
8550 - 8800

Residential dwellings are

The alignent could be moved up to 17 m closer

located to the north-west on

to properties at the south-western end of Buxton

Road. This has the potential to give rise to
Kent Place and Buxton
additional
noise impacts, particularly where
Road. The area to the southretaining
structures
are required.
east is industriaL

8800-9400

Residential dwellings and a
nursery are located to the
north-west on Cochrane
Road.

The alignment could be moved up to 18.5 m closer
to residential dwellngs in this area. This has the
potential to give rise to additional impacts,
where new retaining structures are
particularly
required.

Mery Híl - Pensnett Canal to Brierley Hill

9400 - 9900 This area is mainly No additional noise impacts are expected to occur.
industrial and commercial in
nature.
9900 -10030

The Waterfront office
development is located to

This is the potential for the alignment to be moved
to the west or east in this area. To the west, the

the west, with car parking to alignent could be moved between 5 and 26 m
closer to the Waterfront development. This would
the east.
give rise to additional impacts at Quay House
where the potential for change to the alignent is

To.the east, the alignent could be
the greatest.
moved 7.5 m towards car parkig. This is not
expected to give rise to additional impacts.
1003010600

The Merry Hil centre and
car parkig is located to the

There is the potential for the alignment to be
moved to the east or west in this area. To the east

the alignent could be moved between 12 and 30
east. The former Brier
School development site and m closer to the Merry Hil centre. This is expected

Buddhist Temple are located to give rise to additional impacts, particularly
where additional retaining structues are required.
to the west
To the west the scheme could be moved up to 13 m
closer to the Brier School development site. This is
not expected to give rise to additional impacts.

10600 11000

A hearing clinic, Buddhist

Temple and car parking are
located to the north with car
parking and a leisure centre
to the south.

There is the potential for the alignment to be
moved up to 125 m closer to the Buddhist Temple,

which is not expected to result in additional
impacts. However, the alignment could be moved
up to 13 m to the north adjacent to the hearing
clinic. This could result in additional noise and
vibration impacts during constrction works. To
the south, the alignent could be moved up to 43

m with the limts, in order to accommodate
future re-development of the Brierley Hil Leisure
Centre. This is not expected to give rise to

additional impacts although reduced noise
impacts may result at the Temple and hearing
clinic.

(l)l3ased on the Level 2 light rail chainage.
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There is the potential for additional noise and vibration impacts to occur in a
number of areas, particularly where retaining structures involving bored
piling works are requied. However, as discussed in the ES, these impacts wil
be short term in duration and wil only affect particular noise sensitive
receptors for a short period. The additional effect is most liely to be an
increase in the duration of noise, in the absence of mitigation.
A range of mitigation measures has been developed, as described in Section
7.4.10 of the ES, in order to ensure that construction noise and vibration is
mirrsed. These measures will be implemented through the CoCP. With the

implementation of these mitigation measures, additional residual impacts are
expected to be negligible, unless additional retaining structures involving the
use of bored piles are requied.

As described in Section 2.4.2 a cofferdam wi be requied during construction
of the Birmigham Canal underbridge in order to protect the existig canaL.
Ths will include sheet pilg and is expected to be the noisiest phase of
construction. Without mitigation, a noise impact is predicted during the
cofferdam construction properties on Lindley Avenue and Fernwood Croft,
and these works may also result in additional vibration impacts. However,
these impacts wil be temporary in duration and, with mitigation, the extent of
impact can be reduced signcantly.

Landscape and Visual Impacts
With regard to temporary landscape and visual impacts resultig from

construction works (eg the movement of constrction machiery and plant,

material stockpiles etc) where additional works are requied, or where works
may take longer to complete than origially assumed in the ES, there is the
potential for additional impacts to occur. Measures to mitigate these impacts
are described in Section 7.6.4 and these wi be implemented though the
CoCP. Assumig that these measures are fuy implemented, no additional
temporary landscape and visual impacts are expected to occur. Consequently,
no additional mitigation is requied.
Archaeology and Cultural Heritage

Where additional construction works are required, or where construction
works may take longer to complete than was assumed for the purose of the
ES, th has the potential to give rise to additional short term impacts on the
settg of listed buildings and conservation areas during construction works.

Measures to mitigate these impacts are described in Section 7.6.4. With the

implementation of the measures, no additional residual impacts on
archaeology or cultural heritage resources are expected to occur.
Consequently, no additional mitigation is requied.
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Ecology and Nature Conservation

Where additional works are required, such as the construction of retaining
structures, this may also increase the level of distubance to wildlie. The
mitigation measures described in Section 6.8.8 of the ES and sumarised in
Section 2.4.1 of th report wil be implemented to ensure that impacts on

ecology and natue conservation are mised. Consequently, no additional
impacts are expected to occur and no additional mitigation is required.
Water Resources

2 light rail alignment is varied in the vicinty of watercourses
it may be necessary to carry out additional bridge works, such as extensions to

Where the Level

bridge decks and constrction of new abutments. At Wednesbur where the
alignment could be moved up to 5 m to the west, there is the potential for
impacts on the Ocker H:l balancing ponds.
These works have the potential to give rise to environmental effects over and
above those described in the ES, in particular:
. direct discharges to ground and surface waters from run-off during the

construction phase, possibly containg increased loads of suspended
solids and/ or contaants;
. physical damage to watercourse banks resultig from crossings; and

. the direct loss, disturbance or other effects on aquatic habitats and the

species that they support.
A range of mitigation measures was outlined in Section 7.9.6 of the ES in order

to ensure that effects on water resources are mised. These measures wil
be implemented though the CoCP. However, since a precise light rail design

based upon the changes described in Drawig Numbers RLY42276A/900/601
to RLY42276A/900/620 has yet to be undertaen, the exact detail of the

additional bridge works is not known. At this stage, it has to be assumed that
some additional residual effects on watercourses will occur if such strctues
have to be buit.

However, as part of works to the Birmigham Canal underbridge, a cofferdam
wil be requied. Ths has the potential to result in an increase in suspended
solids and damage to the canl strcture. Although the mitigation described

in Section 7.9.6 of the ES wil be implemented to ensure that impacts are

mised, additional mitigation wil be necessary, as described below.
. Al surface water discharges during construction wil pass though

sediment traps in order to reduce suspended solids prior to discharge.
. Material dredged from the canal will tested to determie whether it is
contamiated and disposed of at an appropriately licensed site.
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In addition, mitigation measures described in the Code of Practice (1) prepared
by British Waterways Board, which sets out protective measures that should

be implemented when carrying out works affectig watercourses under their
control, wil be taken into account.
With the implementation of the mitigation measures, no additional impacts
are expected to occur.

3.5

SUMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND MITIGATION

The environmental effects of the maximum practicable realignment of the
Scheme have been compared to those reported in the ES. Where additional
impacts are expected to occur additional mitigation is proposed, and any
residual impacts reported, as described below in Table 3.4. With the exception

of long term impacts on noise sensitive receptors, visual resources and
ecology, and short term construction impacts on water resources, none of
these would give rise to impacts of greater signcance than those reported in

the ES. The principles of mitigation would follow those in the ES, but the
following additional measures are liely to be requied.

. Opportunties to provide noise barriers to mitigation signcant noise
impacts will be investigated at locations not described in the ES, where
appropriate and in consultation with Sandwell MBC and Dudley MBC.

. Where it is not possible to screen the alignent from residential properties

though the use of mitigation plantig specified in the ES, opportuities to
use fencing wil be explored where appropriate and in consultation with
Sandwell MBC and Dudley MBC.

Table 3.4

Summary of Additional Impacts
Environmental Issue Sumar of Additional Impacts
Long-ten and Permanent Effects

Traffc There is the potential for traffic impacts to occur on street running
sections during operation of the scheme. However, these impacts are
expected to be negligible.
Noise and Vibration

Additional noise impacts are expected to occur at noise sensitive
receptors in nine locations. Where additional impacts are expected to
occur, the use of noise barriers wil be investigated as a means of
mitigating these impacts. Where the use of barriers is appropriate, no
additional impacts are expected. However, for street-runing sections
of the alignent, such as on Waterfront Way, the use of noise barriers
is not a practicable means of noise mitigation due to the severance
caused to pedestrians and cyclists. Consequently, additional noise

impacts in this area wil remain untigated.

(1) British Waterways (2002) Code of Practice for Works Affecting British Waterways (revised March

2003).
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Environmental Issue

Sumar of Additional Impacts
There is the potential for additional vibration impacts to occur where
properties are located within around 1 to 3 m of ballasted track and
around 4 m of street-running track A high quality resilent track form
wil be used on all street-ruiing sections and as a result, no
additional impacts are expected.

Landscape and Visual

Potential changes to the alignent are not expected to result in
additional landscape impacts. Additional visual impacts may occur
where widening works and the provision of retaining walls limit
opportuities for mitigation plantig, for instance at Ocker HilL

Gold's Hilt Eagle Lae, Bramah Way, Carnegie Avenue, Harrowby
Drive, Binfield Street, Birmngham New Road, Fernwood Croft,

Bourne Street, Cochrane Road and Waterfront Way. Where
replanting is not possible, opportunities for to provide fencing wil be
explored where appropriate and in consultation with Sandwell MBC
and Dudley MBC.
Archaeology and

Cultural Heritage

No additional impacts are expected to occur as a result of the
maximum changes to the alignent within the limits of deviation.

There is the potential for impacts that are slightly worse than those
described in the ES, due to bridge works. However, provided that
mitigation measures described in the ES are implemented, no
additional residual impacts are expected to occur as a result of works
to bridge structures.
Ecology and Nature

Conservation

land-take
this is expected to result in additional impacts. The use of retaining

Where maximum changes to the scheme result in additional

walls wil also reduce opportuities for replacement planting and for
pioneer species to

colonise cuttings and embankments.

Short-term and Constructon Effects
Traffic No additional residual impacts are expected to occur.
Noise and Vibration

There is the potential for additional noise and vibration impacts to
occur in a number of areas, particularly where retaining structures
involvig bored pilng works are required. However, these impacts

wil be short term in nature. With the implementation of mitigation
measures described in the ES and CoCP, any residual impacts will be
negligible.
Proposed cofferdam works wil potentially increase noise impacts at
Lindley Avenue and Fernwood Croft if untigated. With mitigation,

these works wil result in slight residual impacts and additional
vibration impacts. However, these wil be short-term in duration.
Ladscape and Visual No additional residual impacts are expected to occur.
Impacts

and No additional residual impacts are expected to occur.
Cultural Heritage
Archaeology

Ecology and Nature No additional residual impacts are expected to occur.
Conservation
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Environmental Issue
Water Resources

Summar of Additional Impacts
There is the potentìal for additìonal impacts at Ocker Hil ponds and
where it is necessary to carry out additional bridge works. In
additìon, the use of a cofferdam as part of works to the Birmingham
Canal underbridge has the potentìal to result in an increase in
suspended solids and the canal structure wil be re-built.
Consequently, additìonal mitigatìon measures are proposed and with
the implementatìon of mitìgation, no additìonal residual impacts are
expected to occur.

As Table 4.4 indicates, adoption of the maximum practicable realignment of
the Scheme would not result in residual environmental impacts which are
signcantly worse than those assessed in the ES. In order to ensure that there
is no risk that any signicant impacts, which have not been assessed, do arise,
Centro is prepared to restrict the exercise of its powers in the TW Order to

deviate horizontally. It wi restrict any aligrent of the proposed extension
scheme so that it stays with the maximum practicable realignment
ilustrated in Drawig Numbers RLY42276A/900/601 to
RL Y 42276A/900 /620.
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4

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE POTENTIAL
REALIGNMENT OF PARTS OF THE HEA VY RAIL FORMTION

4.1

INTRODUCTION

In order to accommodate the Scheme, it wil be necessary to realign some
sections of the mothballed heavy rail formation from its exitig position and

in doing so, potentially reduce, or increase, the distance between the heavy
rail tracks and residential properties. Ths has the potential- should active

heavy rail use resume - to give rise to environmental effects that are different
from those expected to occur with resumption of heavy rail on the current
alignment. These effects are referred to here as indirect effects of the light rail
scheme (ie effects that arise from the impact of activities not explicitly forIIg
part of the project). The realignent described (refer to Drawing Numbers
RLY42276A/900/9001 to RLY42276A/900/9023 in Appendix A) represents the

maximum change to the heavy rail alignent that Centro considers might be
necessary, with the powers sought in the TW Order. Heavy rail operational
effects (with the exception of the indirect effects

as discussed above) have not

been assessed in ths section since the heavy rail

lies could be reopened at

any tie, if Network Rail decides to do so.

4.2

SCOPE OF THE ASSESSMENT

The constrction works requied to buid the light rail scheme, which are
assessed in Section 2, include works to the existig railway corridor necessary
to accommodate heavy rail (eg widenig works, works to bridge structures)
but do not include heavy rail track layig and signalling works, which do not
form part of the light rail scheme. Because of the condition of the existig
heavy rail formation, such track layig and signllng works wil be required
to re-introduce heavy rail freight services whether or not Midland Metro is
constructed. Relevant combined effects are assessed in Section 5. However,
where constrction works associated with heavy rail track laying and

signallg are moved closer to residential properties by virtue of Midland
Metro, ths may give rise to additional short term noise, vibration, dust and
visual impacts. Similarly, where the proposed formation is realigned towards
residential properties, additional noise, vibration and visual impacts may
occur during the operation of the heavy rail scheme. In addition, since
Network Rail has a policy of vegetation removal (1) with 5 m of their track,
where ths is realigned it may be necessary to clear more vegetation than
would otherwise be necessary. Ths has the potential to give rise to indirect

impacts on ecology and landscape.

The following environmental issues have therefore been considered as part of
ths assessment:

(1) Railtrack pic (1996) Model Clauses for Specifyng Civil Engineering Works, Section 255-257: Management of
Lineside Vegetation, Issue No. 1 Revision B.
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. noise and vibration impacts associated with the construction and

operation of the heavy rail realigiunent¡
. visual impacts resulting from the construction and operation of the heavy

rail realignent¡ and
. impacts on ecology and landscape associated with the removal of

vegetation during constrction and operation of the heavy rail

realignent.
A number of issues which were considered as part of the EIA have been
scoped out of ths assessment, as described below in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

Indirect Effects Associated with Heavy Rail Realignment - Rationale for
Scoped Out Issues
Environmental Issue

Rationale

Socia-economic Effects

The socia-economic effects of heavy rail realignment (based

upon the realigned formation) are not expected to be
different from those resultig from the existig formation.
Traffic Effects

The road traffic effects of heavy rail realignment (based
upon the realigned formation) are not expected to be
significantly different from those resultig from the existing

formtion.
Vibration

The effect of realigning the heavy rail is not expected to give

rise to perceptible changes in vibrations at sensitive
receptors. The extent of realignent is such that changes in

vibration during both construction and operational phases
wil be insignificant.
Air Quality and Climate Change

The traffic related noise and air quality effects of heavy rail

realignment are not expected to be different from those
resultig from the existing formation.

Dust

Where the heavy rail formation and therefore construction
works are moved closer to properties which front onto the
route there is the potential for dust impacts to occur.

However, these are not expected to be worse than those that
would otherwise occur on the existig heavy rail formation.

Archaeology and Cultural
Heritage

The potential for archaeological deposits to be encountered
during construction works was considered for a 100 m wide
corridor centred on the proposed formation. Consequently,
a desk-based assessment of all land within the limts of
deviation has been undertaken as part of the ElA. Impacts
associated with widening works and works to structures are
considered in Section 2.4.1.
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Environmental Issue

Rationale
Changes to the heavy rail formation within the railway
corridor are not expected to give rise to additional impacts
on water resources during the operation of the scheme.
Impacts associated with widening works and works to

Water Resources

structures are considered in Section 2.42.

Where it is necessary to remove additional vegetation as a
result of realigning the heavy rail this wil give rise to
additional waste. However, the volume of waste is not

Non-hazardous Waste

expected to be sigrficant.

Contaated Lad

The potential for contarrnated land to be encountered
during construction works was considered for a 400 m wide
corridor centred on the proposed formation. Consequently,

land within the lirrts of
deviation has already been undertaen as part of the EIA
a desk-based assessment of all

4.3

SUMARY OF POTENTIAL CHAGES TO THE REA VY RAL FORMATION

The maximum chges to the existig heavy rail alignent (1) necessary to
accommodate the light rail scheme (including any practicable deviation
assessed under Section 3 of this report) have been assessed. These changes are

ilustrated in Drawing Numbers .RLY 42276A/900/9001 to
RLY42276A/900/9023 in

Appendix A.

As for the light rail assessment described in Section 2, mior changes to the

heavy rail alignentof less tharl mhave beenexcluded.
For the purose of the assessment, the followig heavy rail operatig scenario,
described in Box 4.1 has been assumed. Th is based on the 'designed

capacity' for the heavy rail scheme and has been agreed with IE Jacobs,
Network Rail engineering consultants.
Box

4.1

Heavy Rail Operational Specification
Freight use only.

Frequency of six tram paths per hour.
24 hour operation.

Use of 12 rrIlon tonnes of freight per annum in each direction.
Diesel powered engines, no overhead electrifcation.
Use of HTA Wagons, designed for RAll Class 66.
W12loading gauge (maximum height 3965 mm above raiL 2550 mm at 3900 mm high, 2600 mm
at 3850 mm high and 775 m in length.
1400 tonnes vehicle weight (weight restriction due to gradients).
Line speeds 60 mph except at Parkhead Viaduct and Tipton Road, where the speed is 40 mph.

The design capacity is governed by the proposed signallg arrangements and

it is envisaged that only one trai path per hour wil occur during initial
operations.
(1) In some areas where the heavy rail track has been removed from the railway corridor, the exact location of the former
alignment is not known.
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4.4

POTENTIAL ENVRONMENTAL EFFECTS

4.4.1

Long-term and Permanent Impacts
Noise and Vibration

lie would substantially alter the noise climate
adjacent to the railway corridor. Centro is not responsible for the heavy rail

The reopenig of the heavy rail

operations. Any mitigation would be the responsibilty of Network Rail.

However, there is the potential for additional noise and vibration impacts to
occur as a result of the realignment of the heavy rail tracks. TIie noise levels

predicted to occur during the operation of the heavy rail scheme are set out in
Table 4.2. The change in heavy rail noise levels liely to result from the
proposed realignent is also described.
Table

4.2

Predicted Changes in Heavy Rail Noise due to the Proposed Realignment
Receptor

Approximate Approximate
Chainage (a) Realignent

(m)

6- Eagle Lae
7- Eagle Lae (near station)

9- Bramah Way I St Helens Drive
10- Dovecote Close
11- Heath Close

12- Church Lae
13- Park Lae East
14- Keeling St I Dairy Close
15- Station Street I Smith Place
16- Jays Avenue
17- Tudor Court

18- Harrowby Drive I Carnegie Ave
19- Victoria Road
20- Peel Street (far house)
21- Bineld Street
22- Binield Street I Mayfair Gardens
23- Boscobel Avenue
24- Fernwood Croft
27- Lindley Avenue
28- Birmingham New Road
41- Buxton Road I Kent Place
43- Cochrane Road

1900
2000
2400
2900
2960
3000
3150
3100
3200
3500
3600
3700
3800
3850
3900
4010
4050
4200
4500
4700
8450
8950

7.3
5.5
1.6
-0.8
-1;6
-1.9
-1.88
1.8
1.3
-1.5
-2.2
2.8
-1.8
1.2
1.7
2.5
1.8
1.9
3.8

3.5
0.6
-2.8

Change

in

Noise Level
of

Heavy

Predicted
Noise Level of
Heavy Rail(b)

Rail (dB)

LAeq 8 hr (dB)

-1.4

74.6
74.9
75.1
76.6

-1.
-0.3
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.4
-0.3
-0.3
0.2

í.~

*.!
-0.8
0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.3
-0.2
-0.3
-0.9
-0.6
-0.1

0.4

74.-9

75.4
76.2
75.2
76.1
74.6
80.1

76.7
75.5
70.8
74.3
73.0
73.7
74.8
76.0
74.9
73.6
73.6

(a) Based on the Level 2 light rail chainage.
(b) Heavy Rail operations are not the subject of this study, so detailed noise predictions are not

necessary. Instead these predictions give approximate heavy rail noise levels based on current

information from Network Rail regarding the proposed train tye to operate in the corridor.

The realignent would result in higher noise levels at eight receptor areas,
and lower levels in 14 receptor areas. In all cases, the effect of the realignent
less than 2 dB, and is not signcant. Noise levels from heavy rai
operations wi depend on the servces that use the corridor, but on the basis
is small,
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of the operational specifcation given in Box 4.1, resumed heavy rail use would
be substatially noisier than the proposed light rail operations.
Landscape and Visual Impacts

The operational impacts of the scheme relate to the movement of the rail
freight in the landscape. Since the alignent would be remain confined to the
landscape impacts
same rail corridor as the existing alignent, no additional
are expected to occur.

Residential properties and other sensitive visual receptors which back onto

the railway corridor will have views of the freight trains and the heavy rail
inrastructue such as signallig. In some areas ths wil be in closer proximty
to visual receptors as a result of the Level 4 design than would occur with the
existig heavy rail alignent. However, the operation of the realigned heavy

rail scheme is not expected to give rise to additional visual impacts.

Due to the requiement for additional widenig works suggested as part of
light rail design (requied to accommodate both schemes with
the railway corridor), more existig vegetation wil be removed and fewer
opportuties for replanting will exist. As a result, the operation of the heavy
rail scheme wi be more visible than it would otherwise be based on the
existig alignent. Ths loss of vegetation is expected to give rise to
additiona impacts on visual amenity at receptors that back onto the railway
the Level

4

corridor.

As described in Section 6.6.7 and 6.6.8 of the ES, Centro is proposing lie-side
management of vegetation and replacement plantig with specific
landscaping schemes at tram stops, in order to screen views of the railway
corridor. Where additional impacts are expected to occur, opportuties to

provide replacement plantig to screen the proposed alignent from nearby
residential properties wil be explored. However, where ths is not possible,
where it is practicable to do
so, in consultation with Sandwell MBC and Dudley MBC. Whist this wil
serve to screen views of the railway corridor, it is a less preferable form of
opportuties to provide fencing wil be explored

mitigation th replacement plantig. Consequently, the visual impacts
associated with the heavy rail realignent are expected to be slightly worse

than would otherwse occur based on the existig alignment.
Where no mitigation is provided (ie in the form of planting or fencing)
additional visual impacts wil occur.

Ecologlj and Nature Conservation

The vegetation management policy operated by Network Rail prevents replantig of vegetation with 5 m of the heavy rail track. Where the heavy rail

4 light rail scheme, the

track has to be realigned to accommodate the Level

cleared area wil therefore extend futher than assumed for the Level 2 light
rail scheme alone. There wi be fewer opportuities for replacement platig.
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4.4.2 Short-term and Construction Impacts
Noise Impacts

This section of the report considers the potential for additional noise and
vibration impacts to occur as a result of the proposed changes to tlie heavy rail
formation during construction works. Construction works associated with
widenig works, works to structures and the provision of drainage and ballast
are considered in Section 2. Consequently, only works relating to track laying
and signalling have been considered here.

Noise sensitive receptors located with each area that is subject to
realgnent have then been identifed. Wherever possible, noise sensitive
receptors referred to in the ES have been used.

For much of the route, the extent of realgnent of the heavy rail track from
its current position is mior. As a result, no additional construction noise
impacts are expected to occur. However, more substatial changes to the
heavy rail formation are proposed in two locations:
. Walsall Canal crossing (chainage 1800) - a change of 9.36 m; and

. Tipton Road (5200) - a change of 5.17 m.
At the Walsall Canal crossing, the nearest noise sensitive receptor is located
approxitely 70 II away ón Worsey Drive. The large separation distace

between the track and ths receptor mean tht chnges in noise as a result of

the realignent wi be mimaL. Furthermore, in ths particular location the
track is realigned futher away from th receptor and as a result, a small
reduction in noise of approximately IdB is expected to occur. 'Is degree of

change is not considered to be significant.

At Tipton Road, the nearest noise sensitive receptor is the former Dudley
Freightler site on Station Drive and Castle Hi, which has outle plang
permision for commercial and residential uses. The proposed heavy rail
formation wi be moved closer to ths area. However, because of the
separation between the proposed development and the formation, changes in

noise level will be insignicant.
Landscape and Visual Impacts

Where the exitig heavy rail formation is realigned from its existig position,
this has the potential to move the location of construction works closer to

sensitive visual receptors SUcll as residential properties. This in turn wi
make the constrction works more visible to receptors. However, the shortterm visual impacts associated with the realignent are not expected to be

signcantly different to those resultig from the existig formation.
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Since the works for the realigned and existig heavy rail scheme would take
place with the railway corridor, no additional impacts on landscape
resources wil occur.

Ecology and Nature Conservation

As described above, Network Rail operates a policy of vegetation removal

with 5 m of their track. This policy also prevents re-planting with ths
area, referred to as a cess strip. Where the heavy rail tracks have been
realigned to accommodate the light rail scheme, the vegetation clearance wil
2 light rail scheme. However, the
extend beyond that assumed for the Level
clearance wi remain with the limits of deviation and will not result in
signicant changes in impact to habitats or species of interest.

4.5

SUMARY AN CONCLUSIONS

Ths assessment has been restricted to the consequential effects of the
realignent of the heavy rail tracks (as a result of implementig the light rail

alignent). This represents the maxium realignent that Centro consider
would be necessary to accommodate both schemes. It does not assess the
operational impacts of resumg heavy rail operations along the corridor.

Some additional mitigation measures are required to address mior visual
impacts during the operation of the scheme, but no other additional impacts
are expected. The fidings are sumarised in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3

Summary of Impacts of the Heavy Rail Realignments

Environmental Sumar of Additional Impacts
Issue
Long-ter and Permanent Impacts

Noise No changes in operational noise of more than 2dB are predicted to occur
as a result of the realignment of the heavy rail track Changes of this
order are not considered to be significant and hence no additional
impacts are expected.
landscape or visual impacts are expected as a result of the

Ladscape and

No additional

Visual

realignent of the heavy rail track However, where the railway

corridor is widened to accommodate the realigned track, this wil result
loss of vegetation and replacement of vegetated slopes
with gabions or retainng walls in some areas. This loss of vegetation
wil make the heavy rail scheme more visible than it would otherwise be
in the additional

and wil reduce the opportuities for plantig proposed in the ES to

screen the railway corridor. Consequently, the use of additional
mitigation, involving the use of fencing where planting is not possible,
wil be explored where it is practicable to do so and in consultation with
Sandwell MBC and Dudley MBC. This wil result in visual impacts that

are slightly worse than those that would occur in the absence of the
widening works. Where no mitigation is provided, additional visual
impacts are expected to occur.

Ecology and Nature

No additional impacts are expected and as a result, no additional

Conservation

mitigation wil be required.
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Enviroiuental Summar of Additional Impacts
Issue
Short-term and Construction Impacts

Noise For the majority of the route the degree of realignment is minor and
consequently no changes to likely construction noise effects are
anticipated. In the two locations, Walsall Canal Crossing and Tipton
Road where the realignent is more substatiaL the change in predicted
noise effects is likely to be imperceptible given the distance separation to

the nearest sensitive noise receptors. Consequently, no additional
impacts are expected and hence, no additional mitigation is proposed.
Landscape and

No additional impacts are expected and hence, no additional mitigation

Visual

is proposed.

Ecology and Nature

No additional impacts are expected and hence, no additional mitigation

Conservation

is proposed.
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5

CUMULATIVE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONAL EFFECTS OF THE
LIGHT RAIL SCHEME AND RESUMED HEAVY RAIL USE

5.1

INTRODUCTION

The potential for additional environmental effects (ie effects that are over and
2 design) to occur as a
above those described in the ES, based upon the Level
result of the light rail design is described in Sectíon 2 of this report. The
indirect effects associated with realignent of the heavy rail track in order to
accommodate Midland Metro is discussed in Sectíon 4.
However, cumulative effects may also occur both as a result of the
construction and operation of the light rail and the resumption of heavy rail
use. Cumulative effects include those tliat arise from the combination of

different effects at a specific location, the recurrence of effects of the same tye
at different locations or the interaction of different effects over time. For
instace, during construction, local residents may experience an increased
level of activity if both schemes are constructed simultaneously, or
constructon works may take longer to complete, giving rise to additional

noise impacts. During operation, both schemes wil give rise to noise and
vibration. It should again be noted tht any resumption of heavy rail use is a
matter for Network Rail. Centro has neither the powers nor the intention
itself to effect any such resumption.

5.2

SCOPE OF THE ASSESSMENT

The following issues have been considered as part of ths assessment:
. impacts on traffic and tranport during constructionj

. noise and vibration impacts, during construction and operationj

. landscape and visual impacts during construction and operationj

. impacts on the settg of listed buildings and conservation areas during

construction worksj and

land take, and disturbance
during construction works and the operation of the scheme.

. impacts on ecology resultig from additional

5.3 RESUMD HEAVY RAL USE
5.3.1 During Construction
Two scenarios have been considered in preparing an indicative constrction
programme for the Level

4 designs.
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. That the light rail scheme is constructed in advance of the heavy rail

scheme, but with advance infrastructure for heavy rail installed up to
bottom ballast as part of the light rail construction works. Ths is expected
to take around 33 month to complete.

. Simultaneous construction of both schemes. This is expected to take
approximately 36 month to complete.
A scenario that involves construction for the resumption of heavy rail use
prior to light rail has not been considered, because substantial works to
structures, requied to accommodate both schemes, would take place as part
of the light rail scheme. Such works would not be possible without temporary
closure of the resumed heavy rail use.

Since drainage and ballast for both schemes is being provided during
construction of the light rail scheme, the light rail construction works canot

follow the heavy rail construction works. In addition, working access to the

light rail alignent would be restricted by the heavy rail alignent in some
areas.
For the purose of the ES for the light rail scheme, a construction period of
approxitely 30 months was assumed.

the first scenario, additional construction site accesses would be requied as
described below in Table 5.1, to enable the heavy rail scheme works to take

In

place. The works are also expected to take around 3 month longer to
complete than assumed in the ES.
In the second scenario, no additional work sites would be requied since those
sites identified in Table 2.5 in the ES would be used for light rail and heavy rail
works. However, the level of construction activity at any particular location

may be higher than would be experienced during construction of light rail or
heavy rail alone. In addition, the works are expected to tae around 6 months

longer to complete than assumed in the ES.

Works to widen the existig railway corridor, works to structures, provision
of drainage and construction of the track bed wil all form part of the light rail
scheme (which has been designed to accommodate heavy rail). Consequently,
the construction works requied for the heavy rail scheme would be restricted
to track layig and the provision of signallg equipment.
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Table 5.1

Additional Construction Site Access Required for the Heavy Rail Scheme
Approximate Location
Chainage (1)

N/A

Access south of the railway corridor, south of industrial units on Canal Street
and of the Pensnett CanaL

9100

Two accesses to the north west and south east of the railway corridor, adjacent
to the Pensnett Canal and west of Pedmore Road.

8100

Access south east of the railway corridor, east of Parkhead Locks.

8000

Access north of the railway corridor adjacent to Thornleigh Trading Estate.

7200

Access north of the railway corridor and south of Shaw Street.

7000

Access north west of the railway corridor and south east of Shaw Road.

5600

Access south of Castle Hil adjacent to the Station Hotet providing access to the
railway corridor via Trindle Road.

5000

Access north west of the railway corridor, north east of Tipton Road and south
west of Birmingham New Road.

4700

Access south east of the railway corridor, north east of Birmingham New Road.

4300

Access north of the railway corridor, west of residential properties on
Fernwood Croft.

3900

Two sites south of the railway alignent adjacent to King's Court and north of
Sedgley Road East.

2900

Access north west of the railway corridor, opposite residential properties on
Heath Close but within an industrial area.

2100

Access south east of the railway corridor south west of New Road.

1800

Access to the north west and south east of the railway corridor, which links
Eagle Lae with Bagnall Street via a cycle track over Walsall CanaL.

300

Access from industrial areas adjacent to Smith Road, east of the railway corridor
and east of the Ocker Hil balancing ponds.

200

Access via Smith Road, east of the railway corridor and the existing Midland
Metro depot.

100 Access via Potters Lane.
(1) Based on the Level 2 light rail chainage.

5.3.2

Operation
The heavy rail operatig scenario described in Box 4.1 and the light rail
operatig pattern described in Section 2.6.3 of the ES has been assumed for the

purose of ths assessment.
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5.4 POTENTIAL CUMULATIVE ENVRONMENTAL EFFECTS
5.4.1 Long-term and Permanent Impacts
Noise and Vibration

During concurrent operation of the heavy and light rail schemes, levels of
noise and vibration wil be dominated by the heavy raìl use. Consequently,
cumulative noise impacts wil be domiated by noise from heavy rail. Indeed,
noise arising from heavy rail operations, if they resume, would result in a
signcant noise impact even in the absence of the Midland Metro scheme,

when compared to the existing background noise levels. The proposed 24
hour operation of heavy rail has the potential to result in high levels of noise
at all noise sensitive receptors located adjacent to the railway corridor and
sleep distubance is likely in the absence of mitigation. Clearly, the level of
noise generated by the heavy rail operations depends on the level of service in
operation, but signcant impacts, including sleep distubance, can be

expected even if a lower frequency of service were adopted (see Box 4.1 in
Section 4.3).

Heavy rail freight trains will produce higher levels of ground vibration than
light rail vehicles and will operate thoughout the night. As a result, vibration

dose values at receptors located adjacent to the scheme wi be domiated by
vibration from the operation of heavy rail vehicles.
Landscape and Visual Impacts

The cumulative operational impacts of the scheme relate to the movement of
both trams and freight train in the landscape and views of these movements.
This wi result in a greater magntude of change when compared to light rail
only, giving rise to cumulative impacts on landscape and visual resources that
are moderately significant. As described in previous sections of ths report,

Centro is proposing management of lie-side vegetation and replacement
plantig with specific landscaping schemes at tram stops in order the screen
the railway corridor from visual receptors. Where this is not possible, due to
the presence of gabions and retaing walls, which do not allow sufficient
room for plantig, opportuties to use fencing wi be explored where

appropriate and in consultation with Sandwell MBC and Dudley MBC.
Where fencing or plantig canot be provided, these moderate impacts wil

remain unitigated.

Ecology and Nature Conservation

The potential for impacts to occur during the operation of the Level 2 light rail

scheme were assessed in Section 6.8 of the ES. With the operation of both light
and heavy rail in the affected corridor the potential for impacts is increased, as
described below:
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. potential for an increased lielihood of widlife casualties due to a greater

number of vehicles and more frequent passes¡ and
. potential for greater distubance to wildlife from operational noise and

human presence during maintenance operations.
To date no species of particular nature conservation value have been
identied that reguarly cross the route and could be signifcantly affected. If

further surveys identify any sigiùficant crossing points, mitigation measures
such as widlife fencing and tuels may be needed to reduce the risk of
casualties.
As reported in the ES, it is considered likely that wildlife wil become

habituated to the regular noise from the rung of the light rail vehicles. This
is also expected to occur during the operation of light and heavy rail vehicles,
albeit that noise levels will be higher and noise events more frequent than

would be the case with light rail alone (see Sectíon 4.4.1 above in relation to
operational noise from heavy rail). Disturbance from human presence wil be

inrequent for both schemes and no signficant impacts to wildlie are
predicted.
If the constrction for resumption of heavy rail scheme occurs after
construction of the light rail scheme, additional access roads will be required
land take and has
the potential to give rise to additional impacts on ecology.
as described above in Table 5.1. Th wil result in additional

5.4.2

Short-term and Construction Impacts

Traffc and Transport

Construction of the light rail and heavy rail schemes has the potential to give
rise to the followig cumulative effects:
. additional HGV traffic associated with the delivery of plant, materials and
construction personnel¡ and
. temporary lane, road, canal and towpath diversions/ closures which

persist for a longer period of tie than those for light rail construction
works only.
A range of mitigation measures has been developed as described in Sectíon

7.3.6 of the ES to ensure that impacts on traffic and transport during
construction light rail constrction works are minimsed. These wi be
implemented though the CoCP for the scheme. It is envisaged that a similar
code of practice wil be developed for the heavy rail scheme, in consultation
with Dudley and Sandwell MBCs. However, where construction works are
not concurrent and/ or take longer to complete, road users may experience
impacts over a longer period of time th was assumed for the ES.
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Noise and

Vibration Impacts

The potential for cumulative impacts to occur during the construction for both
schemes wi ultimately depend on the phasing of works. However, it should
be noted that works to widen the railway corridor, strengthen bridge
structures and the provision of drainage and ballast for both schemes are
effectively included in the light rail construction works, and are assessed in
Section 2 of this report. Consequently the 'heavy rail' construction works wi
consist of track layig and signallng only.

Both scenarios wi take longer to construct than the Level 2 light rail design.
Ths has the potential to increase the duration of noise impacts.
Should the heavy and light rail alignents be constructed at the same tie,
noise levels wil be slightly higher than those reported in Section 7.4.7 of the ES

2 light rail scheme. However, these increases wi generally be
no more than 3 dB and will only occur on those occasions when works are
concurrent and directly adjacent to receptors. Construction works wi also
for the Level

take around six months longer to complete.

Where light rail is constructed in advance of heavy rail, additional access
roads wil be required to enable construction of the heavy rail scheme, as

described above in Table 5.1. A number of these accesses are located adjacent
to residential properties and as a result, there is the potential for additional
noise impacts resultig

from the movementofHGV s to

occur; Construction

wi also take around thee months longer to complete.

Landscape and Visual Impacts

The constrction of the heavy rail scheme will involve track laying and the
provision of signallg. This has the potential to give rise to the following

cumulative effects:
. construction works may persist for a longer period of tie, increasing the
duration over which landscape and visual impacts are perceived¡ and
. there may be a greater degree of construction activity in anyone particular

area at a given tie when compared to construction of light rail only,

increasing the magntude of impacts on landscape and visual resources.
Where construction works are not concurrent and/or take longer to complete,

ths wil give rise to short term negative impacts on landscape and visual
resources. The magnitude of the impact wi vary according to the sensitivity
of the area. For instance, substatial impacts could be experienced at the

Parkhead Lock Conservation Area with slight to moderate impacts
elsewhere. The increased level of activity associated with concurrent
constrction works is not expected to give rise to signifcant additional effects.
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Ecology and Nature Conservation

Where construction works are not concurrent and/ or take longer to complete,
ths would result in habitat and species disturbance over a longer period of
2 light rail ES. However,
tie than was assumed for the purpose of the Level
ths wil not result in a significantly greater impact to ecology and natue
conservation, provided that the mitigation measures in the ES are
implemented.

Where the two schemes are constructed concurrently, ths may result in an
increased level of disturbance of protected species due to a greater level of

construction activity than would be expected during the construction of either
scheme in isolation. However, this is unkely to result in significant effects.
Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Impacts

During constrction works, there is the potential for the settg of Parkhead

Locks Conservation Area to be affected for a longer period of tie than would
be otherwse experienced during light rail works only. However, impacts wil
be short term in nature.

5.5

SUMARY AN CONCLUSIONS

This section has considered the physical and construction effects of
4 design.
the Level

implementing both schemes based upon

A sumary of the findings is provided in Table 5.2 below.
Table 5.2

Summary of Cumulative Impacts
Environmental
Issue

Sumar of Additional Impacts

Long-ter and Permanent Impacts

Noise and Vibration The operation of the heavy rail scheme wil dominate noise and vibration
levels at receptors adjacent to the railway corridor. In the corridor, noise
from operation of the light rail scheme wil be imperceptible.
Cumulative noise and vibration impacts wil be domiated by the heavy

rail operations.
Landscape and

The operation of both schemes wil give rise to cumulative landscape

Visual

and visual impacts that are moderately significant. Screening in the form

of replacement plantig wil be provided wherever possible to miimise
landscape and visual impacts. Where planting is not possible,
opportunities to provide fencing to screen the railway corridor wil be
explored where appropriate and in consultation with Sandwell MBC and

Dudley MBC. Where fencing is not provided, these moderate impacts

wil go untigated.
Ecology and Nature

Conservation

No significant cumulative impacts on ecology and nature conservation
are expected to occur during the operation of the schemes. The potential
impacts resulting from additional vegetation clearance required to
accommodate both schemes is assessed in Section 2 of this report.
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Environmental Sumar of Additional Impacts
Issue
Short-term and Construction Impacts

Traffic and There is the potential for cumulative impacts to occur as a result of
Transport additional construction traffic and longer periods of disruption to users
of the road network and other transport infrastructure such as canals.
Mitigation measures to miniuùse impacts associated with the light rail
scheme have been developed and simiar measures could be developed
for the heavy rail scheme. However, a degree of disruption is inevitable
during works of this nature.
Noise and Vibration

Where construction works take place concurrently, this may result in
additional cumulative noise and vibration impacts. Where works take
longer to complete, the duration of impacts wil be longer than assumed
in the ES. A range of uùtigation measurers are set out in the ES to
miimise noise from construction of the light rail scheme. These wil be
implemented through the CoCP for the light rail scheme.

Landscape and

Where construction works take longer to implement this wil give rise to

Visual

short term negative impacts on landscape and visual resources. The
magntude of the impact wil vary according to the sensitivity of the

area. The increased level of activity associated with concurrent
construction works is not expected to give rise to significant additional
effects.

Conservation

No significant cumulative impacts on ecology and nature conservation
are expected to occur during constrction works.

Archaeology and

The settig of the Parkhead Locks Conservation Area could be affected

Cultural Heritage

for a longer period during construction works.

Ecology and Nature

The overall conclusions for the cumulative impact assessment are that:
. the impacts from noise and vibration would be domiated by the heavy

rail use;
. the landscape and visual impacts would be greater than for the light rail
scheme alone; and

. the impacts during constrction would be greater than for the light rail
scheme alone, particularly if the construction of light rail precedes heavy
rail.

Appropriate mitigation measures could be devised to miimise the
cumulative environmental impacts.
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6

SUMRY AND CONCLUSIONS

This sensitivity analysis has reported the enviromnental impacts of different
scenarios which could arise from the construction and operation of Midland
Metro alongside the potential resumption of heavy use along certain parts of
the route. The main findings of the assessment are set out below.
. The adoption of the Level

4 alignent for the light rail scheme would not

give rise to significantly greater residual impacts than those in the ES.
Additional mitigation would be required to achieve these outcomes.

. There is potential for signcant impacts to arise, not assessed in the ES, if
the light rail scheme was to be buit on the maxium practicable
realignent witl1i the lits of deviation. Some additional mitigation, as

set out in ths report, would be required. In order to ensure that residual
environmental impacts are kept with acceptable levels, Centro is
prepared to accept a restriction on the exercise of its powers with the TW

Order, to keep the alignent with the limits set by the maxum
practicable alignent.

. The principal impacts of resumed operation of the heavy rail (eg noise)

have not been assessed, since ths could occur without Centro's powers
and is outside the TW Order application. Indirectly, the light rail scheme
could give rise to additional impacts (because of the need to realignthé
heavy rail tracks). No additional mitigation is necessary specifcally to
address the indirect effects of the light rail scheme where it necessitates
realignent of heavy raiL.

. The assessment of cumulative impacts indicates tht resumed heavy rail

use would signficantly alter the noise cliate and that light rail noise and
vibration would be insignficant in th context. Visual receptors wi have
views of heavy and light rail resulting in impacts of moderate signcance.

Impacts during constrction would be greater then for the light rail
scheme alone, particularly if construction of light rail precedes heavy raiL.
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